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Variable Pig (Mangalica) 
 

POLAR PIG 181 
 
 

Welcome to the 5th issue of Variable Pig of 2020. We usually only manage five or six issues per year, so 
the pandemic has definitely had some effect. I will let you decide if this is positive or negative. Richard has 
indicated that we should be OK to go back to posted copies of the magazine, so those of you who still 
receive a physical copy should see this return. This issue sees a couple more games come to an end, plus 
a couple of new game starts. 
 
It has been an eventful few weeks, although sadly not for many positive reasons. It started at the 
beginning of June when a large, dead tree fell into the garden, narrowly missing our deck. We think it must 
have fallen in the night, but we did not hear a thing and the first we knew was when I looked out the office 
window. We were quite lucky as the tree was probably deflected by a conifer in our lawn, keeping if off the 
deck. The conifer is much the worse for the experience. 
 

 
 

Thomas came round to help me cut the tree up (cue “Lumberjack” song), at least back to the edge of the 
lawn, although it still extends another 20 feet plus into the woods, over the stream. It took us two days to 
cut it up into moveable pieces and clear the worst of the debris. Tyler also came round to help move the 
heavier pieces to our drive where a friend picked it up for their fire. I am sure that Tom might have been 
able to do something more creative with it, but he is a long way away. We still have to work out what to do 
with the rest of the trunk. 
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The second major event happened last week. Jacqueline and I decided to celebrate our 32nd wedding 
anniversary by taking a drive into coal country, north west of us. All the counties in Pennsylvania had just 
moved into green phase so we felt a little more comfortable to take a small day trip, especially into the less 
populous parts of the state. We started by driving to Tamaqua, a nice old railway town some 40 miles 
North and stopped to enjoy our first meal out at the Railway Station restaurant. We were delighted to see 
that the station was being prepared to accept passenger traffic again (the line is only used for freight 
currently) as they plan to re-establish the trains from Jim Thorpe to Reading.  
 

  
 
After lunch, we drove out into the coal country to visit Centralia PA, a ghost town that was abandoned 
when the coal mines caught fire in the 80s. Sadly, there was truly little left to see there. We were walking 
back to the car when Jacqueline slipped and slid down a bank, dislocating and breaking her ankle as she 
did so. She was taken by ambulance to Danville PA, where they quickly reset the ankle. We came home 
to use our local health network for the full ankle repair, and she had surgery to repair the ankle yesterday. 
 
 

We had another afternoon out enjoying a driving tour of the 
Lehigh Valley Zoo. The Zoo did a fabulous job rearranging 
their exhibits so that visitors could see most of the animals 
without leaving their car. I had not been to the zoo before, 
but Jacqueline had. It is located to the North of the Lehigh 
Valley in the Trexler Game Reserve, which is free to visit 
and a nice drive and a chance to see some real bison. 
 
Otherwise, life has continued much as before. The gradual 
easing of the “stay at home” order in Pennsylvania has 
made life a little easier. We started shopping again at the 
local farmers markets and more recently started to buy 
takeout food from local restaurants. We started with the 
Drive through BBQ at the Spinnerstown Tavern, which was 
excellent and gave us confidence to try more. We also had 
a crate of wine delivered from the nearby Pinnacle Ridge 
Winery (one of the few local wineries that we enjoy) and 
have been buying meat from the nearby Schanzenbach 
Farm in Limeport. 
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I also had a nice surprise on Father’s Day when Jacqueline managed to surprise me by arranging for 
Hannah, Thomas, and Kelsey to come round for dinner. It was great to see them all again and we were 
able to enjoy a nice, socially distant dinner on our deck. One of Hannah’s friends made a super tres leches 
cake for dessert. 
 

  
 
We have also discovered the joys of Zoom. Jacqueline was first to use this software to get together with 
some of her girlfriends and social groups. The pandemic forced the cancellation (or at least 
postponement) of this year’s Crets holiday, which was scheduled in early June. We decided to meet up for 
a “bollocks by Zoom” session one Saturday afternoon in June and had a lot of fun, so we did again the 
following week. It was great to see everyone again and enjoy a few beers together. Hopefully, we will be 
able to get together again sometime, but meanwhile we will have another session in July. 
 
I have continued to enjoy my walks most days and have started to go further afield. I have taken at least 
three different routes to Coopersburg, and also walked out to Limeport. I have enjoyed seeing many of the 
sites that I usually miss when driving through, including the closed bridge that has caused us such 
problems the last two years. I will close out this editorial with a couple more pictures from my walks and 
wish you all well until next time. 
 

 
 

* * * * * 
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Letters 
 
Mark Brown  

 
 
Brad Martin Covid restrictions have mostly lifted in Western Australia although limits on 20 
customers at restaurants and cafes and travel bans still in place. Only 3 cases of the virus are currently active. 

You won the renowned, non-existent prize for the first full set of orders in this time. I read on the BBC 

this morning that Western Australia is expecting a bad storm very soon. Please stay safe and I hope 

that it passes you by without damage. 
 
Brad Martin Yes it was the remnants of Cyclone Mangga [not sure how these names are dreamed 
up]. These normally affect the northern parts of the state, but this one was large and had an impact over the 
whole of WA. 

Glad to hear that you are OK. Those big storms can do a lot of damage. 
 
Andy York Not much new on this (southern) side of the country. Certainly, we're warming up with 
heavy May showers due shortly and through tomorrow (forecast of 3-4" of rain in the next few days). So, my 
walking for exercise likely will take a week's break. Yes, the gym opened on Monday, with restrictions. 
However, I'm not sure I'm ready to take the risk (no mask requirement what-so-ever, but gloves are required - if 
you don't bring your own, they'll provide some for the low price of $5 a pair).  

Glad to hear that you’re still doing well. How are things doing. 
 

Dane Maslen The weather has been ridiculously good.  May was the sunniest month since records 
began.  In addition: 626 hours of bright sunshine were recorded in Spring 2020 for the UK and have exceeded 
the previous high (555 hours, set in 1948) by over 70 hours. Spring 2020 also exceeds the sunshine amount for 
most summer seasons, with only three summers being sunnier (1976, 1995, and 1989). The figure for England 
is even higher. Spring 2020 recorded 696 hours of sunshine, exceeding the previous record set of 594.3 hours. 
The amount by which the previous record has been broken is unprecedented. 

I am glad that you have got back cycling again. I have heard the weather has been rather good for 

cycling and hopefully the roads are still a little quieter. I’ve been enjoying my daily walks around the 

Saucon Valley now the roads are quieter. Hopefully, the parks will reopen soon so we can enjoy some 

of the local trails. 
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Dane Maslen Today's the last day of the good weather, which is probably just as well.  The pond in 
the local park, which was brimming with water when I first started doing my early morning walk there at the 
beginning of April, is now so shallow that the ducks are largely reduced to wading in it rather than swimming. 
This Met Office blog shows just how extraordinary our spring has been: 
https://blog.metoffice.gov.uk/2020/06/02/a-local-look-at-the-record-breaking-spring-and-may-weather/  

Pretty impressive – the weather seems to have been “normal” this year. 
 
Brendan Whyte It's cold in my office but I'm still going each day. Gets me out of the house! 

We are still required to work from home whenever possible, so I have only been going in when lab 

projects have required it. 
 
Bob Pitman I am still recovering from March, some things are obviously unfixable, and people say 
time can take the edge off that loss. I am trying to get out running again, I’ve managed a few 5ks and last week 
a couple of 10ks in the glorious weather – really too hot to run too far. But the breathing is still quite impacted, 
the first 3 miles is really a long series of hard intervals after that it eases up and when I drop to recovery walk I 
no longer look as if I am in mid cardiac arrest clutching my chest (windpipe feels like its burning sometimes) and 
looking quite red in the face. So, getting there… except that as a finishing prize the last 10k gave my iffy knee a 
twist somewhere and so I am ice packing and on the sofa this week! Overdid it, too much, too fast… so 
completely the opposite of our car-crash Government!  

Good to hear from you again. It’s great that you have been able to start running again although you 

should take care not to push it too far. As I learned from having my knees treated, it’s easy to try to 

return to normal too quickly. Are you getting any physiotherapy or advice on how to rebuild your 

strength and stamina? I really appreciated the support I had after my knee surgeries. I hope your knee 

recovers soon. 
 
Bob Pitman I took a fall early out on a run in Autumn 2018, tripped over a root and the knee took 
the impact. I had couple of physio sessions early 2019, self-organised rather than NHS. Every now and then I 
manage to give the knee a little twist and the tendons and gubbins around the knee tweak for a week or two... I 
don’t think its cartilage like yours, mine seems to be everything around the kneecap but mostly the tendons 
above, but who knows! Rest and cold pads seem to put it back into shape for at least a while! Follow up has 
consisted of an x-ray, a phone appointment with the GP (to review the x-ray results) and a more in depth follow 
up phone consult from a doctor and physiotherapist at the hospital, they gave some advice but are also trying to 
divine what the range of after effects of the virus are, they are in unexplored territory. 

Ice packs are extremely helpful, especially if applied quickly after the injury. I learned that with my 

ankles that used to sprain fairly regularly when I was playing soccer. 
 
Bob Pitman I’ve been given a peak flow meter (asthmatics will know what that is) to measure lung 
capacity to address some of the lingering Covid issues. I’ve been using it for a week and a half and the results 
(I think) do show a slight decline in capacity in the period since my last run... and then a run and lung capacity 
pops up again so there’s some pressure to give the knee an early outing (maybe today). 

Good luck, Bob. 
 
Natalie Amery We have been ill, and I’ve totally missed the pig deadline (in fact I’m still ill).  Normally 
I’d prepare you some orders anyway but since I’m getting very little done in a day I thought I’d ask if it was 
worthwhile doing so. 

Good to hear from you again. You missed last issue, so I ordered for you, but I’m glad that you could 

re-join us this time. 
 
Natalie Amery I've dug into VP180 only long sufficiently to find my games; hopefully by the time 181 
comes out I'll have a bit of spare attention to catch up.  Thanks for filling in orders for my games for VP179.   

No problem about the orders last time, although I did feel a little guilty about beating Allan in the 

Puerto Rico game. I generally prefer to write orders for players who are generally reliable, rather 

than NMR them. It also makes it easier to find replacements if someone does drop out. 
 
Allan Stagg Hope you and the family are still well.  Not much chat this time, partly as I have come 
down with a summer cold, but mainly because we have not been doing much recently. 

Sorry to hear that you are under the weather with a summer cold and hope it passes soon. I know what 

you mean about not doing much recently.  
 

https://blog.metoffice.gov.uk/2020/06/02/a-local-look-at-the-record-breaking-spring-and-may-weather/
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Natalie Amery Excitingly we haven't had COVID-19 (as far as we know, testing is just about starting to 
get to a vaguely plausible point in the UK) but what we definitely have had is a bacterial sinus infection which 
has had us in various stages of incapacity from "can't get out of bed" to "can work but totally exhausted all the 
time".  Also, in Shadow's case, it spread out to the inner ear (vestibular neuritis) and they've had two weeks of 
antibiotics once we were diagnosed.  Today is the first day in over a month that they've had no vertigo 
symptoms. 

Sorry to hear that you have been suffering, but I hope that the worst is now over. I have never suffered 

from vertigo, but I know others who have and that it is very unpleasant. 
 
Michael Pargman Things are looking better here. No new cancer cells have been found and I have now 
started on a so-called adjuvant treatment with drugs twice a day. This will go on for a year to begin with. It's 
been two weeks now and I haven't felt any side-effects. The only trouble is that I need to keep a very strict daily 
routine, because the drugs must be taken on an empty stomach. So, I can't eat anything between 8 and 11, 
morning and evening.   

I’m glad to hear that your recovery is going well and without side effects, which I am sure is a relief. 

We are all well here – not much has changed although the situation in Pennsylvania is improving.  
 
Allan Stagg I'll close now and go back to sniffling and feeling sorry for myself. 

I hope that it has all passed now. 
 
Natalie Amery Right now I feel no worse than I'd expect from hay fever at this time of year, but I'm 
massively behind on sleep and concentrating on anything for more than about half at a time is beyond me most 
days.  Still today we visited the Cambridge Botanic Gardens for the first time since lockdown and also had a 
friend round to our house which felt like an unreasonable novelty! 

The gardens sound very nice. We also had our first non-family visitors last weekend for a socially 

distanced couple of drinks on our deck. We are still not going out very much though.  
 
Carolyn Townsend Mike and I have limited social life (i.e. just Zoom) but will be going out on Saturday to a 
BBQ so hoping for good weather.  The rules mean we will have to socially distance and take our own 
crockery.  I may need to use their toilet unless they are providing a bucket in the garden – the UK rules are if 
you use someone’s house toilet then it must be sterilised after each user which seems a little extreme as you 
can get away with just touching the flush and the taps if you don’t breathe. 

I hope you enjoyed the BBQ. We had friends round last weekend for a couple of hours, spent on our 

deck at a suitable distance apart, but that was the first time. Thomas and Kelsey then came round and 

cooked us dinner on the grill. It is nice having a large enough deck to do this; Hannah and Tyler have 

also joined us more recently. I plan to go to our first poker night since February next Friday, but there 

will only be 4 of us playing as the rest indicated they would wait until July. All direct charity activities 

have stopped, but Jacqueline made and delivered a load of masks (and second-hand books) to the 

shelter last week; she also made lots of masks for the local hospitals. 
 
Jacqueline Reader For those wondering, I haven’t made any masks out of yarn (or fishnets). They’re all 
made of cotton fabric. I’ve been quilting since March 13 and there’s no noticeable depreciation on my fabric 
stash. But yes, Murray, I have at least three years’ worth of yarn. Hoarder, no, pandemic preparedness, yes. I 
should be in the scouts/guides then maybe I could have got a badge for that.  

I can confirm that there has been no measurable decrease in Jacqueline’s yarn supply. 
 
Murray Egan Rats, was really holding out for some mod fishnet masks.... perhaps a macramé safety 
helmet or a pair of crochet, Covid retardant gloves???? And if that doesn't work, I can always hold out for 
something really exotic like a fur sink. 

Jacqueline Reader Never had you down for a cross dresser Murray        . Though maybe that’s why you 

joined choir...to wear a dress. Haven’t run out of fabric or yarn yet.       

No danger of that happening…. 
 
Murray Egan Be good you two, stay healthy, and keep working on that 3-year pile of yarn 
Jacqueline! 

Correction – 30-year pile of yarn. 
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Carolyn Townsend I am off to see my dad now for a chat – we sit 2 meters apart in his garden – I take a 
flask of tea and try not to go in his house although last time I had to use his loo.  My dad is in the highly 
vulnerable group and hence self-isolating.  The only people my dad has contact with is the person delivering the 
“meals on wheels”, his neighbour who does his weekly food shop and me every fortnight or so.  He has had to 
forgo his weekly “coffee and chat” group and his “balance” group for exercise.  I don’t believe this is living and 
definitely not what you expect from the 21st century. I have to go but take care and keep safe (and alert if 
following Boris’ strapline) 

I hope you had a nice visit to your Dad and that all remains well. Hopefully, things will have improved 

further next month. 
 
Dane Maslen Tomorrow in addition to my walk first thing (I usually get out of the house between 
05:30 and 05:45) I shall be going out for my first bike ride since October.  It won't be very long, and I won't 
venture more than a few miles from home.  If I have a mechanical problem, I neither want to have a lengthy 
walk home nor fancy having to travel on a train to get home. 

Glad to hear that you are still doing well. I am still walking most days and have increased my walk to 

5-7 miles at the weekend. It’s still all local and along roads, but better than nothing.  
 
Dane Maslen Although I've been less active than would be usual at this time of year – a 3-mile walk 
each day just doesn't compare with 150 miles of cycling each week – I've managed to be sensibly restrained 
with my eating, so have in fact shaved about a kilogram off my weight since getting back from cross-country 
skiing in Finland in March.  Given the increased looseness of my trousers, I'm hopeful that that's a kilo of fat 
gone rather than a kilo muscle. 

We had been eating pretty sensibly but have relaxed a little as some of the local, outdoor farmers 

markets have reopened designed to enable social distancing. This is working well at Easton where we 

like shopping for bread, organic mushrooms, and some excellent local cheeses. A new stall, run by 

two Australian ladies, has opened offering some really good, savoury, and sweet pies. 
 
Chris Hibbert I'm not getting my normal exercise, other than walking the dog, so I've started lifting 
weights a few times a week, and occasionally roller blading for something aerobic. The streets are empty, so 
the roller blading is pretty good. You mentioned the limited choices of directions to walk. When I take the dog 
out, there are at least 6 different routes to take ending up at different little parks or just following a different path. 
Sometimes the dog insists on going a particular direction and sometimes I pick a route. There are no hills to 
speak of. When I roller blade, I can choose a route with a bridge over the highway, which is a noticeable rise, 
but on a bike I wouldn't notice. 

We have not been out much. About five weeks ago, I started shopping again at the Easton Farmers 

market,  
 
Mike Townsend All the extra time I save from commuting seems to be going on a mixture of exercise, 
gardening and BGA (which I think works really well and I've no idea why I didn't think about trying something 
like that before).  I managed 145km on the bike a few weeks ago which is a record for me, but I can assure you 
I really felt the last 2 hours or so in a not very pleasant way (I blame the very badly maintained roads in 
Oxfordshire especially in the Cotswolds)!   

That’s impressive. I think I may have managed 100km on a bike many years ago, but other than spin 

classes, I have not used a bike in years. I do not trust the local roads or drivers. 
 
Mike Townsend We have started harvesting from our veg plot and it's definitely rewarding to go and cut 
fresh Rocket for your lunch.  We grow tomatoes in pots every year and they look like they are doing well, and 
the chilli plants have not all died yet.  Rumours that pubs with gardens may be able to open soon - looking 
forward to that as will half of the rest of the population - I predict some almighty p*** ups with social distancing 
rapidly being forgotten. 

Good luck with the vegetables. We have largely given up this year as it has been impossible to stop 

most of the produce getting eaten by the local wildlife– deer, chipmunks, rabbits, and squirrels.. We 

have reverted to growing tomatoes, peppers, herbs, and small carrots in pots on our deck, which so 

far seems to be working well. We have got four pots with tomatoes on our deck that are doing very 

well, plus another with Jalapenos and larger pots for carrots and herbs. So far, they seem to be 

working well. I hope that you have more success. 
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Carolyn Townsend Mike and I are still working – Mike benefits from the reduced travelling but now tends 
the vegetable plot in those extra hours.  He gets a little upset by the slugs eating his “treasures”, but we have 
free rocket and chard ever few days.  I am responsible for the pots out the front of the house which have 
tomatoes (two varieties) and chili peppers – 7 types from banana yellow to Hungarian hot.  Intermingled with 
the chilies are my flower containers so there is lots of colour. 

I have one pot for my Jalapenos; Jacqueline is not too keen, which of course means I always get a 

bumper crop. 
 
Carolyn Townsend What is life like in the US – we see differing reports?  Are you able to continue the 
charity work and what about shopping and seeing your kids?  Are you grounded for work or are you going into 
the office or just WFH? 

The kids are all doing well. Thomas, Hannah, and Tyler have all been working through the pandemic, 

which has been a relief. The roads are definitely quieter, which has been nice, both for walking but 

also the daily commute. 
 
Chris Hibbert We're both staying healthy. I've only been in one building other than our house since I 
started working from home the second week of March: I've given blood three times. (Blood donation sites have 
had pandemic-worthy isolation practices since the AIDS epidemic decades ago.) I thought they would test for 
antibodies, but the nurses have said they're not doing so. 

That would make Hannah happy, as she works for the Red Cross doing blood drives. She has been 

working through the pandemic, although attendance has not been as high as normal. I think they may 

be starting the antibody testing soon 
 
Chris Hibbert There are enough scare stories, not just about being sick, but also slow recovery or 
permanent damage that we're very sceptical about returning to normal outings before a vaccine is developed. I 
sure miss going to shows and hockey games, but (even if they had reopened, which they haven't locally) the 
risk of exposure is too high.  

Yes, we miss all the regular activities, like bowling, concerts, theatre, and the Iron Pigs. 
 
Andy York Baseball is still on the edge. Haven't heard anything official, but possibly some 
potential AAA activity (the proposed taxi team players need some place to practice and keep up their skills to be 
ready for a call-up). But, no real hope and just waiting on the final announcement. If so, at least my season 
ticket for next year is paid for. All my conventions/gatherings through mid-July are cancelled. ArmadilloCon at 
the end of July is still on but becoming more iffy as Austin is hinting that all large gatherings through the rest of 
the year will be cancelled through fiat (no Longhorn football with fans, no Austin City Limits Festival, etc.).  

The Pigs have been organizing a few events, such as character drive throughs and fireworks, but 

finally announced this week that there would be no games this year. Our season tickets will roll over 

to next year much like everything else that has been cancelled or postponed.  
 
Carolyn Townsend Work is the same as always but instead of phoning people we have a quick video call 
via Teams, Skype or zoom depending on what you fancy (my employer doesn’t care about the band width on 
these video calls).  I liaise with my team via these channels and share screens which is always fun.  One major 
issue is that one of my team is now off with a (recurring) mental illness brought on by Covid concerns, so we 
are having to cover this work between the three of us which is challenging. I don’t know the number of people 
off for our organization, but I think there is a few perhaps with the numbers increasing.  We are getting the vibes 
that we will be working from home until the end of the year.   

I continue to work from home most days, although I can go back to lab if needed for projects or 

presenting webinars and need more stable Wi-Fi. We have plenty of meetings via Teams including 

calls with customers, but no business travel. We have tried Zoom a few times. Jacqueline was first and 

I finally signed up to join the “bollocks by zoom” meetings with the Crets. We should have been on the 

Crets holiday last week.  
 
Chris Hibbert I've been working from home. We have a daily sync-up meeting and keep in touch 
throughout the day on KeyBase. My routine is to start at the same time every morning. If Janet is up I give her a 
kiss for "goodbye", and I mark the end of the workday with another kiss for "Honey, I'm home." Unlike some of 
my co-workers, who noticeably get interrupted throughout the day by kids or spouses, Janet leaves me to work 
in peace, so I'm as productive as I'd be in the office. 
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I’m glad to hear that you’re both healthy and doing well. I find trying to keep a regular routine helps. 

Jacqueline also leave me alone while I am working from home, although we do enjoy lunch together 

and she sometime brings me cups of tea. I’m still not as productive as I would be at the office though. 

Some of it is more distractions, but also my workspace is not as well laid out, so I get uncomfortable 

after some time and have to move around.  
 
Dane Maslen Although I've only forgotten to shave on one or two days during the lockdown, I've only 
shaved after getting back from my morning walk, so the other early regulars – there are two others that I see 
most days – only get to see me with stubble.  For about three weeks they also saw stubble on my scalp as I 
had experimented with shaving it.  For the last few days, I've let my hair (what little I have anyway) grow again, 
so it's now a massive one millimetre long.  Give it another week and I'll trim it with the clippers I fortuitously 
bought at the end of February. 

I still shave almost every work day, in an effort to try to distinguish work days from non-work days 

and keep to a fairly tight 9-5. That said, I did not shave today as I started at 6.30am with a project call 

to our Singapore labs and worked until 6. Most days it works. 
 
Mike Townsend Still no idea when I can get to China.  They still have 4-week quarantine and then you 
can add in the UK 2 weeks on top.  Even Germany does not look possible currently.  The Foreign Office advice 
to avoid all but essential travel is enough to stop me from going to Germany.  Difficult to argue that you can't do 
my job via a Skype Call. 

I’m still working mostly from home, although as I still have responsibility for lab projects, I am 

allowed to go to the office; typically, I go in once or twice a week now to help Paul with lab work or 

for customer webinars and Teams meetings when I need better Wi-Fi.  
 
Murray Egan Actually the end of this week will be exciting as Sue/I drive to Colorado to help Emma 
move into her new apartment as she starts her new job in south Denver.  She takes a job as a rocket scientist 
(thermo engineer actually) for the same rocket company that she interned with last year: United Launch 
Alliance. Very excited.  Emma will fly from Chicago to Denver as she has a relo package that includes a 
flight/rental car/moving of her belongings. Many, many moons ago my mom joined me on my moveout to San 
Diego... I have very fond memories of that trip and no doubt this move will have some good memories of their 
own. 

Great news about Emma and her new job. She really is a rocket scientist. Have a safe and enjoyable 

drive to Colorado – that sounds like quite a journey. Can you use the famous Route 66 for some of that 

trip? Hannah and a couple of Tyler’s relatives drove to Oklahoma last month (via Tennessee and 

Arkansas), but sadly had to return early. She did say that she thought Oklahoma was beautiful. 
 
Murray Egan So far we have stuck to the standard I80 route between Illinois and Colorado, but 
perhaps in the future we can try the route 66 path when we have more time on our hands. Glad to hear that 
Hannah made it to Oklahoma.... that is only 300 miles south of DS Nebraska. 

I think I had my first ever contact with a customer in Nebraska today, although I don’t think he was 

from DS. I should have asked how far away he was. If Hannah goes again, I’ll tell her to make a 

detour. 
     
Murray Egan A whole lot of Ground Hog day going on here, BUT exciting news...I got a haircut last 
Friday!!!  Very hard to believe that this could be considered a highlight, but such is the era of COVID 
lockdown.  The barber is now available via appointment only, and you must wear a mask, but at least I no 
longer pass as 'Shaggy' of Scooby Do lore.     

Congratulations on the haircut. I finally got my haircut this week, ahead of trying to renew my 

Driver’s license.   
 
Murray Egan Good luck on getting the real ID...those lines at the Illinois DMV are taking 5+ hours 
now...I am dreading that next visit.    

All our licenses expired this year. Jacqueline managed to get her new license with Real ID just before 

the lock down started, but I don’t think Thomas did. PA extended the time available to renew the 

license, but there is no option to get real ID currently. 
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Carolyn Townsend I hope you and the family are well.  Life is still bonkers, and I am not sure we will ever 
get to a “new normal” as we seem to be constantly moving to new parallel lives.   

All is well here. Lehigh County is still in the ‘yellow phase’ of recovery but should move to green next 

week. This does not mean a return to normal but a further relaxation of restrictions. A few more shops 

have opened. I was finally able to buy some new shoes. The biggest change for us recently has been 

expanding our horizons as far as the Easton Farmers market, about 15 miles away, which is outdoors 

and well laid out for social distancing, about 15 miles away. I can see New Jersey across the river. 

There are a wide variety of stalls and different foods there that we like. We can now enjoy local 

cheeses and vegetables and try to support the local producers. We also have a pig and cattle farms 2 

miles away that sells their own pork and beef, so we buy quite a lot of meat from them. The 

supermarkets have stayed open throughout the pandemic, although some items have been in short 

supply. We have also started to “eat out” again, buying a few takeout meals from some local 

restaurants that we like.  
 
Andy York Overall, things are starting to open up (though recent actions by the State have made 
any requirements or limitations only suggestions that can't be enforced). I've stopped a couple extra times to 
pick-up meals and curb side pick-up, but not anything close to what other folks are doing. And, a mask is a 
must! 

Lehigh County finally moved into a green phase last week, although there are still a lot of restrictions. 

Our neighbour is a Surgeon at one of the big local hospitals and he told me that they got crowded but 

fortunately they never reached capacity, so the Stay at Home orders at least worked to that extent. 

They have restarted elective surgeries again, so he is busy.  
    
Mike Townsend Odd events in the World currently.  Very odd this month, as it seems I have no orders 
to give!  I am on a couple of waiting lists, so hopefully that will soon change.  I hope you are all as well as can 
be expected?  Are you getting out more and getting back into the Office?  I'm still working from home, although 
other parts of life are getting towards a new normal.  So, retail has opened up and we even managed to visit a 
National Trust property (gardens only and no tea and cake as the cafe was closed).  You still can't go to Wales - 
which is a shame as has by far the best options for day hikes from Swindon - Brecon Beacon National Park is a 
great location where you can find awesome views, solitude and some challenging hikes (provided you don't go 
anywhere near Pen-y-Fan at weekends in peak season).  Made worse as you still can't stay overnight 
anywhere - so you could go to the Lake District and climb Scafell Pike providing you don't stay the night.  Two 
big steps to normality then - Ikea and McDonalds are now open again (albeit limited) - not that I have been to 
either for at least a year!  How are the restrictions in your neck of the woods?  In general, the US seems to be 
rather behind us, and we are rather behind the rest of Europe which seems to be mainly because we did not act 
fast enough in the early days.  I fear the "relaxing" might also be too much too soon as our "tail" is looking very 
long indicating an R rate which is not much below 1. 

How do the restrictions for Wales work? It sounds a bit strange, given there is no formal border. I’m 

not entirely sure how it is here, as we haven’t considered crossing a State Line for ages, although I 

look out across the Delaware river to New Jersey each time I visit the Easton Farmers market. I heard 

that Maine had effectively closed its borders, but I am not sure how this would work in practice. It has 

been a long time since I last visited Brecon, but I remember some happy holidays there years ago. 
 
Mike Townsend I think if you travel to Wales, you might get stopped by the Police and worst case given 
a fine.  All the Car Parks will also be closed making it a bit of a pain.  I'm hoping that they will drop these rules 
pretty soon. 

Still no sign yet. 
 
Murray Egan With that I will close....stay healthy and well-armed Jim.... looters or COVID can come a 
knocking at any moment  ;-) 

At least the pandemic situation in PA does seem to be improving. 
 
Steve Ham Have there been any demonstrations near you? Norwich has a Black Lives Matter 
march tomorrow. I have to admit that the "I can't breathe" clip is played regularly here and I can't bear to watch 
it, as I can't watch the clip of the old man in Buffalo falling backwards and hitting his head on the pavement - but 
then I also can't imagine what it might be like being a police officer in a country with so many guns. Take care. 
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We are all well and fortunately far enough away from the major protests. Your comment about the 

challenge for the police in a country with so many guns is very pertinent. I think this is a subject that 

is largely forgotten, although it does get mentioned occasionally; even a routine car stop for speeding 

or a traffic violation can put an officer in a life-threatening situation. While some of the actions of the 

police have been deplorable and probably criminal, there should be some attention paid to the stress 

of their job. Sadly, US Politics is now so tribal, I do not think this will happen. 
 
Bob Pitman BLM… initially I thought the focussed demonstrations on Police Brutality were effective 
but it’s been diluted, the sharp focus has gone and the demonstrations are lessened, to a point hijacked, it’s 
been taken over as a sort of half-hearted revolution in the US but I hope it gets sorted out and that all people 
are treated fairly and equally from here on. In the UK where it should be focussed on unequal opportunity and 
the yawning chasm between rich and “Just Scrapping Bys” (let alone the poor) it’s got lost already by a 
combination of poor speaking proponents that don’t seem to know their history and the “woke” group inserting 
their agenda. Not sure I care much about statues but I do care that our police are even handed, supportive and 
the thin blue line when they need to be, but I am not a member of a repressed minority… but does that matter. I 
hope I am a reasonable person (most of the time) and that makes my point of view as valid as anyone else’s 
regardless of history! I do hope this works out well for everyone in need of a good resolution. As far as JK 
Rowling and the transgender stuff goes I think I am with JK, I don’t care if people wear skirts or jeans, but they 
should avoid scaring the horses… I think if someone wants to get altered to have lady (or man) parts that’s fine 
but just as changing the label doesn’t stop Snickers really being Marathon (I still buy and eat them) the toilet 
issue is a red herring (don’t “ladies” all have doors and in the gents anyone impinging their neighbours privacy 
at the urinal probably gets deserved harsh words). 

We have not been affected by the BLM protests as we are far enough away from Philadelphia. The 

protests have been hijacked by agitators from both sides, as well opportunist criminals and thugs, but 

there is a real core of real protest too. One thing that continues to be overlooked here is the real 

pressure police face with US Gun laws – police could encounter a life-threatening situation very 

quickly, even during a routine stop or patrol. This is not to excuse some of the terrible actions that 

ignited the latest round of protests, but I don’t think it should be ignored. 
 
Bob Pitman I think the Police have an awful job to do, they really are the thin blue line at the 
moment with idiots in Government giving oxygen and tacit green lights to the far right thugs and social 
upheavals causing issues that fuel anarchists and far-left groups. The bad apples in the police seem to crop up 
more often in the US but the gun issue must make all of them, including the good cops, very very twitchy and 
give rise to the need for rapid decision making when time and nuanced responses might produce better results. 
Here the morons use spit rather than bullets, which can be just as deadly now.  

It is a tough time right now, especially with the frustrations created by the ‘lock down’. I am not sure 

if there are more bad apples in the US police – just that there are more police. However, I do think the 

US Police is more politicized as many positions are elected, like State or Local Government. I 

probably don’t understand this as well as I should – could one of our US readers explain this further. 
 
Bob Pitman Since I wrote, we have had Saturdays far-right “statue defender” riots... an awful lot of 
fat tattooed bald late middle aged thugs attacking police, photographers and girl picnickers. A man with a 
swastika tattoo on his chest “defending” the boarded up Churchill statue... for me they are why we need a penal 
colony on South Georgia where the genes that produce these violent sheep can be left to die out.  

I am very undecided about the statues. I can understand why some statues could be seen as offensive, 

but I wonder how many people are truly offended or even know who or what they might represent. I 

had no idea about the statue of Coulson in Bristol until he was thrown into the water. This seems to be 

another fight over symbols stoked up by political agitators on both sides. I also have concerns about 

trying to block out documented history, even when it not flattering. The idea of moving the more 

sensitive statues to museums where they can be put into context seems more reasonable. 
 
Bob Pitman I think the scenes on streets here and in the US tend to help the right-wing pick-up 
votes when it comes to elections, in the US you have to wonder if that consideration is in play. Over here, I think 
the distraction and Covid are being employed to provide a blurring or smokescreen that will distract from the 
self-inflicted damage in the pipeline as a result of leaving the EU and the current “hard Brexit” course this 
garderobe of a Government is enthusiastically pursuing. 
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I think both sides are trying to take advantage of genuine protests and people highlighting a real 

problem. There are also, sadly, a fair number of people looking for an excuse to fight or cause 

damage. It is hard for me to judge the situation in the UK, but I have noticed Brexit issues starting to 

reappear through the pandemic. 

 
Bob Pitman Oh dear, Brexit has begun to crop up again here… as if there isn’t enough woe to go 
round already. Rank stupidity but what else did we expect from our Government that seems determined to set a 
gold standard in incompetence with every issue.  

Brexit could never go away – it has only been delayed and obscured by the pandemic.  
 
Bob Pitman Enjoying Starmer’s systematic dismantling of the Boris image since he took over, it’s a 
surgical dismemberment and there’s no braying herd of donkeys behind Johnson at PMQs for him to hide 
behind or get support from, he looks weak, confused and without answers to anything. Lack of any useful 
policies (except keeping Cummings in post) is displayed every day and is shameful. There has to be a 
accounting for this Governments incompetence that’s cost 60000 people their lives... Joint Enterprise Murder if 
they made policy decisions that killed people, 40000 manslaughter charges each if they are just incompetent, 
Joint Enterprise corporate murder if nothing else fits. As you can see I am mourning but I am also very, very 
angry that my Mum was Boris’ victim, his policies too little too late and cost her. 

I’ve not followed much of the British politics, other than highly edited highlights on the BBC. There 

has been little coverage of the party politics while the pandemic has been going on. That said, my 

impression of the UK Government has gone further downhill recently. The quarantine decision for 

arrivals from overseas months after the pandemic started seems bizarre. Of course, I am biased as it 

directly affects us, but I struggle to see the reasoning now.  
 
Bob Pitman Luckily there is another Government that’s setting an even lower bar when engaging 
with its citizens at the moment, Government by Twitter is not a good way to go is it! I most sincerely hope that 
either the Republicans wake up and decide to put up their own candidate against Trump or that they get 
soundly beaten by reasonable people voting against the neo-tyrant in the White House! 

Five months to go and it’s already heating up on the television and radio, and once again it’s all 

negative campaigning.  
 

Dane Maslen Have you had a puzzled email from Andy York yet asking whose words you put in his 
mouth in the letter column?  I'm talking about the 'President Chump' paragraph. 
Andy York I think you have a letter on page 10 incorrectly attributed to me....the one that 
references "President Chump" (at least I can't find it, the phrasing didn't sound like me). 

Sorry about the wrongly attributed letter. The real author (Dane Maslen) also owned up to this today. 

I shall issue a correction. I will also ask Richard to correct the online copy. 
 
Dane Maslen The VP letter column was responsible for my wasting (in a very enjoyable way) quite a 
bit of time in the last few days.  I'd not come across the coronavirus parody songs previously, so I spent quite 
some time watching quite a few on YouTube.  I think my favourite was 'A Spoonful of Clorox' 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPDPzbLFeP4). 

There are some wonderful parodies out there. 
 
Steve Ham I must admit that I did enjoy Brendan's Horatio Nelson pun in the last issue. Perhaps 
it's the start of a pundemic? 

Here is your cue, everyone… 
 
Dane Maslen It was only when I read the latest VP letter column that I was reminded that there were 
a couple of days around about 23rd March when the rate of increase of the UK death toll seemed to have 
stalled such that I briefly hoped that the gloomy predictions I had made a few days earlier in DG would prove 
pessimistic.  Alas they didn't, and every prediction I've made about the UK since then has proved 
optimistic.  When the curve flattened, I thought we'd escape with 30-35 thousand deaths, but the curve has 
been trending downwards rather more slowly here than in other European countries, so we'll pass 40,000 in the 
not too distant future. 

At least the numbers appear to have finally started to decline in the UK… 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPDPzbLFeP4
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Bob Pitman I read Chris Hibbert’s letter (in 178!) about his car… I totally agree about the merging 
traffic challenge. After driving the stretch from Basingstoke to Winchester perfectly, reaching Winchester, the 
slowing of the traffic flow combined with traffic pulling onto the motorway is a nightmare and the robot is not 
great at handling people pulling on at speed and across two or three lanes. I still find the distancing the robot 
sets between cars tends to invite people to pull out into it and then the robot brakes and drops back further to 
maintain its gap… and someone pull into it ad nauseum but that is the human “my hurry is more important than 
your safety” issue not the robots! 

I can’t comment about the cars as we have barely used ours over the last three months. I think I have 

had to refuel the cars twice, and not at all for the first 7 weeks. 
 
Bob Pitman Our car has largely sat on the drive as well... heavy shops and the trip to collect mums 
remains, but we missed the window when fuel dropped to about £1 a litre but this car has a small tank anyway. 

Fuel prices do not seem to have dropped as much this time. 
 
Murray Egan I loved the picture of the alarm clock on the issue of the latest pig...very old school. Tell 
me, does it have that novel feature called the SNOOZE button? Does it run any Apps? 

Apps? What are they? 
 
Dane Maslen Looking at the front cover again reminded me that I have an even more ancient alarm 
clock than you do, though only just (I've had it about 40½ years).  It dates from my time as a postgrad at UCL. 
For what I believe were insurance reasons (i.e. it was cheaper than if the building had been just used for 
offices), the University of London Observatory Annexe included accommodation for two postgrads.  I occupied 
the smaller of the two bedrooms. 

I was still studying for my A-levels when I was given the clock. 
 
Dane Maslen My alarm clock had a snooze feature, though it's long since stopped working. Touching 
the appropriate part of the clock switched the alarm off for eleven minutes. In total the alarm would sound five 
times before giving up.  In what was, however, surely not the wisest design choice, the alarm would continue 
sounding throughout the full 55 minutes if neither 'snooze' nor 'off' were pressed. This was rather unfortunate on 
those occasions when I was away (e.g. visiting my parents) for the night and had forgotten to disable the alarm, 
as it meant that the director of the observatory, whose office adjoined my bedroom, had to listen to my very 
shrill and very loud alarm clock sounding for a lengthy period. Of course, if I'd been as prone to getting up early 
then as I am now, the 55 minutes would have expired long before he arrived at work. 

Nothing so advanced with my trusty alarm – there have been quite a few times it has rang for ages, 

while I was out or in the shower. 
 
John Marsden I don't think I received notification that VP was out, so I haven't seen it. Please could 
you send me a link.  

I thought Richard had sent out a notification when the latest issue was published. I meant to send 

round a pdf copy but forgot. Most people seem to have got notice, although there are more late orders 

than usual.  
 
Steve Ham Life proceeds at a very strange pace these days. I thought I was sure I'd missed the 
deadline, had mislaid the pages of VP I'd printed out for the games, and finally here I am submitting orders with 
a week to spare. Hope you're all well.  

I know what you mean about losing track of time during these times. It is part of the reason that I try 

to keep to my weekly routine even though it’s not strictly necessary. Of course, our production rate for 

VP has shot up during the lockdown – these orders are for our 5th issue this year! 
 
Steve Guest Had this ready on Friday and forgot to send it. 
Christian Bien I missed the deadline for this game because of a mistake in my notes. If it is not too 
late, I would send you my order within a few hours. 

No problem at all – my deadlines are always flexible as it takes time to GM all the different games, so 

I can work on other games while waiting for late orders. If you could send them in sometime this week, 

that would be great. 
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Dane Maslen Ridiculously I seem to be struggling to find time to do everything that I want to 
do.  That's because lockdown caused me to add several new activities (e.g. playing a Crayon Rails game by 
email with friends and playing various games online at yucata.de) to my daily routine.  I am trying to cut back a 
bit on them at present because I've now started going out cycling again.  At present I'm doing a daily ride of just 
15-20 miles, so that walking home after a mechanical failure would be possible.  I do, however, intend to 
progress to less frequent but longer rides once I feel less unhappy about the possible prospect of an enforced 
journey home by train. 

Still plenty of time before the deadline. Hopefully, you received my minimalist orders for Dane’s 

Games this time. 
 
Dane Maslen So, there I was, laid in bed trying to get back to sleep, when suddenly it occurred on 
me that I'd started doing my VP orders yesterday but hadn't finished them.  The solution was obvious: stop 
tossing and turning and do something useful instead. That's why I'm sat at my PC at 3am, composing my VP 
orders.  

I just send excuses and late orders when that happens, as you probably know. 
 
Dane Maslen Somewhat later: it's taken a lot longer than expected to do my orders, so I'll only just 
get them in before 12th June comes to an end for you.  Not, mind you, that I believe you sit at your PC through 
to midnight on deadline day to see who fails to get their orders in on time. 

I don’t. 
 
Chris Hibbert I miss hockey and going out to see theatre and dance events. Luckily, we moved most 
of our movie watching to Netflix and Amazon a while back, so we're seeing as many movies as usual. 

We have not eaten out yet and miss going out to the baseball, theatre, cinema, concerts etc., but most 

of these have been cancelled or postponed. 
 
Bob Pitman And for something completely different – I’ve been catching up on box sets, Picard… a 
somewhat harder edged Star Trek than any of the rest of the franchise, clearly the post “Star Trek” movie 
reboot but I enjoyed it mostly, the chaotic feel of the post-supernova Romulan empire spills everywhere… feels 
quite like now! I also managed to finish “Devs” - the BBC series Richard mentioned in CSL last issue… when I 
opened the box my dead rat was definitely confused! I liked it but the dead rat connection to the quantum 
modelling was a leap too far. The quite slow and complicated build up was made up for by the production 
quality... just! I liked Season 3 of Westworld… again series 3 has some significant parallels with current day 
issues. Started Black Sails season 3, pirates and all that and it is good… the first 2 series were very good, and I 
believe did a good job of explaining something about the rise of piracy in the Caribbean. 

Sadly, I have not seen any of the programs that you mentioned. They are all on subscription channels 

over here and we are waiting for them to come on regular channels. I would like to see Picard. 
 
Bob Pitman Picard is very interesting, the production style reminds me of star trek Discovery (but 
without the disco ball) if you have seen that. It’s worth a watch because it ties up story lines from Star Trek film 
reboot, Star Trek TNG, Star Trek Nemesis and Star Trek Voyager and it’s good to see what happens to Picard. 

Hopefully, it will come onto one of the millions of useless channels that we do subscribe to (as part of 

the package) soon. 
 
Bob Pitman Games are a useful addition to our lives at the moment... Noel is in the lead on 
Scrabble, we are about even at Backgammon but I had a resounding victory in 8 moves playing Take The Brain 
so that is now on the banned list! We are also doing co-operative crosswording and both remain largely 
bemused by Sudoku. Plus of course Pig and its subzines are nice additions to lockdown life so thanks to you 
and the other GMs! 

You’re welcome. I still play a lot of games online (including backgammon). 
 
Howard Bishop I hope these email address work and that you are both in good health and good spirits 
despite what is going on in the world now. I retired from work this year and I am hoping to get TTT back on the 
road at some point, but I am conscious that you’ve been sending me physical copies of VP for quite some time 
with nothing in return. I’d like to bung you some cash in recognition of this fact. What’s the best way of doing 
this? 

Good to hear from you again and glad all is well. Congratulations on your retirement – I hope that it 

is a long and enjoyable one. I will look forward to the resurrection of TTT when it returns. 
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Richard Smith The back page of the Pig used to say send UK stamps, and the idea of that was "bung 
a few stamps in with your posted orders". That was later modernised to "wire Richard some dosh via PayPal" 
and I accepted quite few donations that way. Unfortunately, due to my curmudgeonly dealings with PayPal that 
option had to be removed. They suspended my account and asked me to send them what amounts to an 
identity theft kit over the internet, and I refused to do this. When I tried to close the account, they asked for the 
same id, so now it will rot for 3 years. But you can do an online balance transfer to my current account or 
include a cheque with the next issue of TTT. 
  Pig funds are quite healthy at the moment with two reduced print runs (2 copies) issues 
contributing to that. The porcine printing press will be restarted from next issue (181). It turns out I didn't need to 
suspend printing for 2 issues after all, the reverse of the UK government being slow to start the lockdown. At 
the time VP179 was due to be printed, Royal Mail were threatening to go on strike over safety and it looked like 
the service was going to be declared essential use only. The air mail service to the States was in danger of 
being suspended. I also wasn't sure if I would be able to get supplies such as toner, stamps, envelopes, and 
paper. 

Thanks Richard – we also welcome Geoff Kemp back. 
 
Geoff Kemp I hope that you and your family are all well. I am attempting a comeback in the form of 
a mini zine – small step as they say. 

Good to hear from you again and nice to see another issue of Quartz. Sorry to hear about your illness 

and hope that your recovery is continuing to go well. Good luck getting back to the walking football 

which sounds like a lot of fun. 
 
Geoff Kemp Re Walking Football. It has been a great help in helping me regain mobility and when it 
had to stop during the lockdown it did put me back, but yesterday on the government updates they are hoping 
to get Leisure facilities open from some point in July together with 5 a side football and possibly walking 
football. So, fingers crossed. The one I attended had separate sessions for the over 50s and over 60s which 
was great for me being 64 now, with still no idea where the last 40 years have gone. 

I wonder that myself sometimes. 
 
Howard Bishop I retired a couple of months early to take advantage of a longer summer to visit friends 
and family and watch some county cricket. Best laid plans, etc. Don’t hold your breath on TTT. 

I have no plans for retirement yet, although it is starting to get nearer. 
 
Richard Smith A wee aside about new RR designs. In VP 178 I joked about doing an HS2 map but 
now the project will probably be shelved or downsized due to virus-depleted government coffers. It then struck 
me that the map near as dammit already exists, and has been played at least 114 times according to Tony 
Robbins' list - http://www.hollowell.plus.com/rr-b.pdf  

London and Liverpool is a classic map, well known so well suited to variants. Building High Speed 

track and normal track might be interesting option and the Nimby cards might also be interesting. It’s 

certainly worth a thought. 
 
Richard Smith A little postscript... ... in a boring Skype meeting this morning I imagined the planned 
HS2 route being superimposed over (a GIMP-redrawn) London and Liverpool map to allocate some hexes as 
"high speed only". Constructing line on these hexes would cost (a lot?) extra and it would also cost more to use 
someone else's line in a race. The payback would be the train going faster, perhaps two or three hexes per dice 
pip. There could also be some custom features such as each company having a "nimby tile" which they would 
play on a particular hex forcing anyone who builds on it to bribe the locals with (say) 10 units from balance. 
Hmmm, think I need to get back to work! 

Of course, the sad thing is that you could argue HS tracks already exist on many maps. I think the RR 

France map already effectively marks out the TGV routes and likewise for Spain and Germany, plus 

the old China map that I have not seen in years. Oddly, the Japanese maps do not, but the rail 

networks in Japan seamlessly blend the high-speed Shinkansen with the local rail networks, except in 

Hokkaido where the Shinks only run from Kyushu through Hakodate to Sapporo. I have not seen a 

Tokaido map of Japan or the JR East region, but this could also make for an interesting game 

combining high speed and local trains, especially if the Northern routes (Hokuriku and Joetsuu) 

Shinkansen routes were included. Just a thought. 

 

http://www.hollowell.plus.com/rr-b.pdf
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Brendan Whyte One of the options on my SE Australia map was choice of gauges. Narrow gauge 
cheaper in hills, but slower than normal; broad gauge more expensive in hills, but faster than normal. Each 
layer specified a gauge at game start. during races, changing gauge could only be done at a city, not a 'rural' 
junction. There may not have been enough hills over the map to make it a worthwhile option. But on other maps 
(Otago-southland? or leapfrog maps?) with lots of hills it could be interesting. 

That sounds quite a fun variant. I would certainly be willing to give it a try. I’d suggest something like 

the Sardinia or Hokkaido maps for the game, although some of David Watt’s old South Wales 

Coalfield maps might also work well. 
 
Richard Smith You mentioned (in the HS2 discussion) that the old China RR map no longer seems to 
be around. I was pretty sure I own a laminated copy of the CH map (is there another?) so rummaged in the 
garage and found my map tube, and it was in there amongst others. I could have a go at scanning it in sections 
(A2 map and A4 scanner) or try and photograph it though I doubt the latter will be too great quality. China is of 
course one of the premium maps that was sold commercially - full list here 
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/460/railway-rivals/expansions so it may not be OK to put a high-quality 
version of it on the internet (?). Tony, do you know if David Watts has issued any guidance on this matter? 
Maps for a postal game can be of course be shared privately by email. 
 
Tony Robbins There was a draft China map, but I don't think the quality was very good, so the A2 
laminated version is effectively the only one.  I too should have a copy, but like most production versions it 
doesn't get played because of the difficulty in scanning. 
 
Richard Smith I had not noticed (or more likely had forgotten) that one of my maps is on 
Boardgamegeek, along with two Readers and seven Robbins’s. 
https://www.boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/460/railway-rivals/files (reminds me I never did fix the Portsmouth 
Harbour typo or amend the ferry rules for Solent). One map in my tube that wasn't on the list was Switzerland, 
and it seems this was never released as a glossy colour A2 (see https://boardgames.com/boardgame/railway-
rivals-map-sz-switzerland)  - my A3 copy was coloured in and the brown coloured pencil has bled from the 
mountains to other parts of the map. I tried scanning it anyway (in two halves, you can see the join) but didn't try 
to fix the colour issue - test pdf here (no longer available) 

I know the SZ map is available because I played and won a game recently on this map – I think Bob 

Gingell was GM but I’m not sure. I narrowly beat Brad. I think this map was in my original game 

tube, although I am not sure 
 
Tony Robbins There's a better listing at: http://www.gamecabinet.com/sumo/Issue16.17.18/Rival.html, 
though it only goes to 1994. I don't think DGW has ever said anything about putting RR maps on the internet, 
though now I guess it would be whoever owns Rostherne Games (still Theo Clarke?). SZ was released as part 
of the Dampfross series of maps (different version dated 1986) - see game cabinet listing. 
 
 
 

https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/460/railway-rivals/expansions
https://www.boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/460/railway-rivals/files
https://boardgames.com/boardgame/railway-rivals-map-sz-switzerland
https://boardgames.com/boardgame/railway-rivals-map-sz-switzerland
http://www.gamecabinet.com/sumo/Issue16.17.18/Rival.html
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Richard Smith The game cabinet list is indeed far more informative than BGG. I didn't know that 
buyers of the early maps were encouraged to do a bit of "CIY" (Colour It Yourself) like my sepia tinted 
Switzerland map, or that said map was also released on a board. Now you mention it, Theo Clarke owning the 
rights to Rostherne Games products does ring a bell. To be honest it is unlikely that a few scans of old maps for 
postal gaming use will cause any copyright issues. It is a similar story with postal game rules. All the rules on 
the VP site credit the designer of the game, the publisher, and the original author(s) of the postal rules where 
appropriate. This, however, is not the same as getting explicit permission from the owners of copyrighted 
games, we just assume they don't mind :-). I will have a go at scanning my China map (without cutting it up) and 
see what I get. 

I think I may still have a copy of a rolled-up China map. I kept this and others in the original tube, 

along with a few my older creations. 
 

Richard Smith I did attempt to scan China with an A4 scanner (!). My first go is not too great (image 
shared) I will probably have another try but it is tricky to line up sections and the combined image suffers from 
inconsistent contrast and colour saturation (and my efforts to minimise these in Paint Shop probably made it 
worse). Note that I didn't cut the map up, rather I used Blu-Tak to hold it in place whilst scanning. Despite A2 
being 4xA4 I needed to do 6 sections to capture the whole thing. 

Does not look too bad – the sections are slightly distracting, but it would be interesting to know how it 

printed, especially in black and white. I think it should be playable. Interesting to see some of the 

spellings have changed. Kwangchow for Guangzhou leapt out immediately, but there are others. 

Tientsin I think is now Tianjin and Hangchow is Hangzhou. I did not recognize Amoy, but I see it is 

now known as Xiamen. Chungking is Chongqing where my colleagues allege the girls are very pretty 

– Chongqing Beauty is a phrase. It is a huge map, so would need big die rolls for a postal game. I will 

think about opening a list for next time. Tony – have many postal games been played on this map? 

 

Are you working on a new map? I made considerable headway on my Lehigh Valley Bus Boss map 

last night. Still a way to go yet, but all the towns are in place and most of the roads, although I am not 

happy about the I78 corridor yet. I am thinking of trying another RR map next. Inspired by your 

Bolivia map and searching for ideas for Tom’s new Kendo game, I returned to everyone’s favourite 

place for Kendo, Ouagadougou and found some great maps of Burkina Faso. There is even a real 

railway there (from Ouagadougou to Abidjan via Koudougou). It looks a straightforward map to do, 

but as the country is landlocked, there are lots of special options. 
 
Richard Smith Burkina Faso looks like a good choice (and its dimensions should suit A3 landscape). 
Sample map https://www.ezilon.com/maps/africa/burkina-faso-road-maps.html I'm having a little tinker with the 
aforementioned HS2 map, though I doubt if it will get anywhere.  Meanwhile, I too saw a country that might 
make a good RR map whilst doing orders for the new Kendo game in Eternal Sunshine. I ended up guessing 
Erwin Schrodinger at Catacamas, in Honduras. Sample map  https://www.ezilon.com/maps/north-
america/honduras-maps.html 

Looks a good choice. Interesting shape and the option of both swamps and mountains. It also has 

options for both Atlantic and Pacific Coast ports for specials (like Colombia), plus its neighbours 

Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El Salvador – maybe also include Belize. I have not visited Central 

America, except Mexico and flying through Panama Airport. Costa Rica is generally regarded as the 

nicest place to visit in the region, but I think my colleagues have visited Honduras and said it was nice 

(they were less enthusiastic about El Salvador).  
 
Richard Smith I have now finished the China map https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/chinaRR.pdf and I 
have a bottle of Tsingtao to drink this evening as a reward. In the end I couldn't get the sections to line up 
perfectly so resorted to tinkering with the image to try to hide the joins. 

Looks great – I signed up for the game in Devolution.  
 

Bob Pitman I hope everyone is safe and well and I hope the world comes out of this set of crises a 
better place for everyone! 
Kev Lee I’m glad to say that things are still all fine at this end and hope all good with you and 
yours. 

Glad to hear that – stay safe. 
  

https://www.ezilon.com/maps/africa/burkina-faso-road-maps.html
https://www.ezilon.com/maps/north-america/honduras-maps.html
https://www.ezilon.com/maps/north-america/honduras-maps.html
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/chinaRR.pdf
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BY POPULAR DEMAND 
 

Round Seven – Letter L 
 
There were a few late orders this round that I added in after most of the game was adjudicated, so please 
check your scores, and let me know if there are errors. 
 

Player Pig Breed Wales 
Town 

Star Wars 
Character 

Popular TV 
Show 

Type of 
Tree 

Sports 
Event 

 

Martin 
Walker 

Large 
Black 

Llandudno Luke 
Skywalker 

Law and 
Order 

Larch Linesman (49) 
463 

John Walker 
 

Landrace Llanelli Luke 
Skywalker 

Lost Larch Linesman (38) 
453 

Steve Guest 
 

Lincoln 
Curly Coat 

Llandudno Luke 
Skywalker 

Lost Lime Linesman (35) 
447 

Dane Maslen 
 

Large 
White 

Llandudno Luke 
Skywalker 

Line of Duty Larch Linesman (51) 
423 

Mike Pollard Large 
White 

Llanelli Luke 
Skywalker 

Location 
(x3) 

Larch Linesman (43) 
422 

Michael 
Pargman 

Landrace Llandudno Luke 
Skywalker 

Little Britain Linden Lines (27) 
407 

Roger 
Trethewey 

Large 
Black 

Llangollen Luke 
Skywalker 

Law and 
Order 

Larch Linesman (41) 
405 

Steve Ham Large 
White 

Llanberis Luke 
Skywalker 

Little Britain Larch Line (38) 
398 

Allan Stagg 
 

Large 
Black 

Llandudno Lando 
Calrissian 

Love Island Larch Linesman (40) 
388 

Richard 
Smith 

Large 
White 

Llandudno Luke 
Skywalker 

Life on Mars Larch Lines (45) 
385 

Bob Gingell Large 
White 

Llanfair PG Lando 
Calrissian 

Love Island Larch Linesman (39) 
373 

Brendan 
Whyte 

Leicester Llaggerub Leia Larry King 
Live 

Lime Loser (12) 
352 

Jacqueline 
Reader 

British 
Landrace 

Llandudno Leia Law and 
Order 

Larch Lawn (33) 
347 

Andrew York 
 

Lithuanian Lampeter Lando 
Calrissian 

Lucifer Larch Losing Team (25) 
345 

Brad Martin 
 

Large 
White 

Llandudno Leia L.A. Law Lime Lanolin (27) 
334 

Murray Egan 
 

Large 
White 

Llandeilo Owen Lars Law and 
Order 

Lemon Leather Ball (20) 
331 

Doug Kent Large 
White 

Lampeter Leia Law and 
Order 

Larch Linesman (41) 
328 

Arthur Owen Sushan Cardiff R2D2 B.G.T. Oak Ball (7) 
301 

Chris Hibbert 
 

Berkshire Bangor Boba Fett Black Mirror Beech  Ball (7) 
297 

Tom Howell Lincoln 
Curly Coat 

Llanfair PG Luke 
Skywalker 

Lucifer Linden Lunch (19) 
279 

MY 
CHOICES 

Large 
White 

Llandudno Lando 
Calrissian 

Last of the 
Summer 

Wine 

Larch Lights (37) 
348 

 
1. A Breed of Pig: Large White (9), Large Black (3), Lincolnshire Curly Coat (2), Landrace (2): Leicester, 
Lithuanian, Sushan, Berkshire and British Landrace all score 1.  

Given how many I’ve included as zine ‘numbers’, there were plenty to choose, 
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2. A Town or City in Wales: Llandudno (9), Lampeter (2), Llanfair PG (2), Llanelli (2): Llandeilo, Llaggerub, 
Cardiff, Bangor, Llanberis and Llangollen all score 1. 

Lots to choose from here. Llandudno was the first I thought about, but my oldest memories are from 

Llanidloes. 

3. A Character from Star Wars: Luke Skywalker (10), Lando Calrissian (4), Leia (4): R2D2, Boba Fett and 
Owen Lars all score 1 

Oh dear – when I set this question, I obviously was thinking of Lando, but how did I forget the 

Skywalkers? 

4. A Popular TV Show: Law and Order (5), Lost (2), Little Britain (2), Lucifer (2), Love Island (2): Larry 
King Live, Life on Mars, Black Mirror, B.G.T., L.A. Law, Line of Duty, Location Location Location and Last of the 
Summer Wine all score 1. 

A few to choose from here, although this question may favour the Brits 

5. A Tree: Larch (12), Lime (3), Linden (2): Beech, Oak and Lemon score 1. 

Number One – the Larch. This was intended as a gift for the Python fans 

6. Something you might see at a Sports Event: Linesman/men (9), Line(s) (3), (Leather) Ball (3), 
Loser/Losing Team (2): Lanolin, Lawn, Lunch and Lights all score 1. 

Lines and lights were my immediate thoughts, but this is an open question. I chose the wrong one. 

 
Congratulations to Dane Maslen who scored 51 from the maximum 54.  
 
Players Comments 
 
Brendan Whyte  
4. A popular television show: Larry King (live?)   [Littlest Hobo, Lucy Show, Lickety Splits…… ] 
6. Something you might see at a sports game: Losers/loss.     
 
Andy York 
6. Losing Team/Player 
 
Jacqueline Reader 
5. No. 1, The Larch 
 
Doug Kent 
5. Larch….the Larch…and now….number one…the larch… 
 
Richard Smith 
4. A popular television show. Life on Mars (I was also tempted by Line of Duty, Lost, Lost In Space, League of 
Gentlemen, Lexx, Luther, Lucifer, Last of the Summer Wine, Little Britain and Little House on the Prairie) 
5. A type of tree. Larch (Monty Python fans will choose this) 
 
Steve Ham 
1. Pig - Large White. I'm sure I would be this breed if I were a pig. 
4. Television Show - Little Britain. I must admit that it faded badly in its later episodes. Do you remember a very 
surreal children's programme called Ludwig - an egg-shaped thing with a love of classical music? 
 
Bob Gingell 
2. Llanfair PG [I am not going to spell the full name. Although I have seen other abbreviations in use this is the 
one my Welsh mother always used.] 
4. Love Island [not my most popular show but it is the one with the buzz!] 
5. Larch [and for something completely different here I break out into the Lumberjack Song] 
6. Linesmen (= Line Judges, or just Lines)  
 
Steve Guest 
1. Lincolnshire Curly Coat 
 
Dane Maslen 
It was tempting to answer Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch for number 2. I hope 
other players have also resisted the temptation. 
It's possible that I should have gone for 'Life on Earth' for number 4 
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Shouldn't the tree category have been number 1?  I assume most of your subscribers are old enough to 
recognise the Monty Python reference. 
Number 6 came close to being the first time I have ever been unable to come up with an answer for a BPD 
category.  Even googling didn't come up with anything useful.  Then at the last minute a feeble answer occurred 
to me. 

I think you did OK. 

 

Mike Pollard 

Being a Monty Python fan, I just had to go for.....The Larch!  I've had nice holidays in Llangollen and Llandudno, 
but I hope Llanelli is slightly more well known for its rugby.  Nearly went for Lycra at the sporting events, but 
once again I stuck with the first word that came to mind, even though they're called assistant referees 
now.  Some tough rounds here, especially the TV show - maybe Last of the Summer Wine, Live at the Apollo, 
Loose Women, Lucifer?  I only plumped for Location because the L gets repeated. 
 
Tom Howell 
2)  Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch  <- You want 'L's?  Here are a few for you! 
4)  Lucifer   <- I only see the one candidate 
5)  By 'type', I assume you mean 'species'?  Not a lot of choices. There is Black and Honey Locust.  But those 
are North American, so your Brit players may not know them.  Same for California Laurel; however, there are 
other Laurels so a possibility.  We have Larch out here (in Eastern Washington/Idaho), and there is a European 
Larch, so that's a good candidate.  Nevertheless, I'm going for: Linden.  Which is also known as American 
Basswood, but the same name as the famous German tree. 
6)  What's wrong with 'Ball'!  It has two 'L's in it!  One would probably see ladies,  But I'm going for Lunch!  time I 
got some. 
Apologies for the tardiness.  I really prefer working from a paper copy I can write on. 
 
For the eighth round, the letter is F which was chosen by Jacqueline (her grade for the year so far is F), 
although the questions were set by me. Note that obscene or swear words this round will score negatively! The 
categories are 
 

1. A four-letter noun with beginning with F 
2. A verb beginning with F 
3. An adjective beginning with F 
4. A town or city in Australia 
5. A Pop or Rock band 
6. A Board Game 

 
Letters used so far – L, A, C, H, T, B and S 
 

* * * * * 
 

Work Rest and Play 
 

Game 14 – Round Five 
 
Everyone has the same idea – to work as hard as possible on Friday. The tie-breaker rules determine that 
Steve won the work credit, Roger won the rest credit and Arthur the play credit. 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Roger 50-49-1 50-49-1 97-2-1 35-33-32 97-2-1   

Steve 56-39-5 50-49-1 61-38-1 35-33-32 97-2-1   

Arthur 50-49-1 53-45-2 56-34-10 50-49-1 87-2-1   

 
Roger: 1 x 1 x 1 = 1 
Steve: 2 x 2 x 1 = 4 
Arthur:  2 x 2 x 3 = 12 
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Lyric Quiz 
 

Game Fifteen – Round Three of Five 
 
1) “I see your sun is shining, But I won't make a fuss, though it's obvious” (60s) 

“Hi Ho Silver Lining” by Jeff Beck 
Brendan Whyte (song only), Jacqueline Reader (song only), Richard Smith, John Walker (song only), Steve 
Guest, Dane Maslen (song only), David Cowie, Doug Kent (song only) 
 
2) “Has he lost his mind? Can he see or is he blind? Can he walk at all or if he moves will he fall”? (70s) 
 “Iron Man” by Black Sabbath 
Andy York, Richard Smith, Steve Guest, David Cowie, Doug Kent 
 
3) “Gonna use my arms, Gonna use my legs, Gonna use my style, Gonna use my sidestep” (80s) 
   “Brass In Pocket” by The Pretenders 
Brendan Whyte, Andy York, Jacqueline Reader, Richard Smith, John Walker, Steve Guest, Dane Maslen, 
Murray Egan, David Cowie, Doug Kent 
 
4) “Always believe in your soul, You've got the power to know, You're indestructible, always believing” (80s) 
   “Gold” by Spandau Ballet 
Brendan Whyte, Andy York, Jacqueline Reader, Richard Smith, John Walker, Steve Guest, David Cowie 
 
5) “I like it, I'm not gonna crack, I miss you, I'm not gonna crack, I love you, I'm not gonna crack” (90s) 
   “Lithium” by Nirvana 
Richard Smith, Steve Guest, Doug Kent 
 
6) “You get too much you get too high, Not enough and you're gonna die, Love gets you high” (80s)  
   “Love is Like Oxygen” by The Sweet 
Andy York (song only), Richard Smith, John Walker, Martin Walker, Steve Guest, Murray Egan, David Cowie, 
Doug Kent 
 
7) “If there's a bustle in your hedgerow, Don't be alarmed now, It's just a spring clean for the May queen” (70s) 
   “Stairway to Heaven” by Led Zeppelin 
Andy York, Richard Smith, John Walker (band only), Steve Guest, David Cowie, Doug Kent 
 

8) “Europium, zirconium, lutetium, vanadium, And lanthanum and osmium and astatine and radium” (50s) 
   “The Elements” by Tom Lehrer 
Brendan Whyte, Andy York (song only), Jacqueline Reader, Richard Smith, John Walker (song only), Steve 
Guest, Dane Maslen (song only), David Cowie, Doug Kent (song only) 
 
9) “This beat is a chemical, beat is a chemical, When I leave don't save my seat, I'll be back when it's all 
complete, The moment is medical, moment is medical” (2019) 
 “Chlorine” by 21 Pilots 
 
10) “Adrift in a world of my own, I've played the game but to my real shame, You've left me to dream all alone” 
(80s) 
   “The Great Pretender” by Freddie Mercury 
Andy York (song only), John Walker (singer only), Dane Maslen (song only), Doug Kent (song only) 
 

 

Comments 
 
Brendan Whyte 
8) Periodic table song/model of modern major general. Jerry Lewis. (Gilbert and Sullivan) 
 
Andy York 
6 - Love is Like Oxygen by ELO 
8 - Periodic Table by Sheldon Cooper 
10 - The Great Pretender by The Platters 
<<And, yes, for #8 Nathan is trying to be funny>> 
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Richard Smith 
Any easy round (for me) this time, the theme is chemical elements and brass is an alloy so that must be the 
deliberate mistake. 

You actually spotted an accidental error in the Lyrics Quiz with Brass; the intentional error was Led 

not Lead (Pb). I wonder if anyone else will spot it – Steve maybe. 
 
John Walker 
1 Hey ho Silver Lining - Hawkwind 
2 Lead Zeppelin? 
5 Chemical Brothers? 
6 Love is like Oxygen - Oxygen 
I guess the connection is the periodic table from the three I think I know, although I've enjoyed guessing the 
others from likely candidates without knowing the lyrics. 

You got it. 
 
Chris Hibbert 
6 Love is a drug 
 
Martin Walker 
Theme-periodic table/elements 

Correct 
 
Steve Guest 
Theme: Chemical Elements 
Mistake: Brass in Pocket 
9. Helium - No Idea 
I’ve a feeling I should know 10… 

Correct on both, although it wasn’t a deliberate error in the case of Brass 
 
Dane Maslen 
After tentatively identifying two titles (1 and 3) I thought that the connection was either metals or chemical 
elements.  I tried using that to help me identify some of the other songs that were tantalisingly familiar, but 
without success.  Then I got another title (10) and therefore had to trash my theory about the connection. 
1) Was the song title "Hi, ho, silver lining"?  I can't place the group though. 
3) It's by the Pretenders.  Fortunately I have it on a CD, so can play it to be reminded of the title: "Brass in 
pocket". 
4) I think I recognise the lyrics, but I can't put a tune to them. 
6) Another one where I think I recognise the lyrics, but can't put a tune to them. 
8) For this one I know the tune, but don't know the song title, unless it's something like 'The Elements'.  Nor can 
I remember the name of the American (?) comedian (?) that sang it, though my memory suggests that maybe 
his first name was Bob. 
10) “"The Great Pretender" by Roy Orbison. 
 
David Cowie 
Theme: metals, in which case the deliberate mistake is "Love is like oxygen." However, I've seen the claim that 
astronomers consider everything above hydrogen to be a metal, so oxygen counts too!  
Or is the theme "elements," with Brass the deliberate mistake? [googles missing answers]. Bother.  I'll stick with 
my original answer.  

Right second time…. 
 
Doug Kent 
1. Hi Ho Silver Lining by Slade – the ONLY reason I know this one is because a few months back I was reading 
up on how the U.S. MTV hits (and U.S. album releases) of “Run Runaway” and “My Oh My” came about, and 
then fell down a Slade rabbit hole.  And THAT happened because I was thinking about Cheap Trick got their 
name from Slade…after seeing them in concert Rick Neilson or Robin Zander commented that they used “every 
cheap trick in the book” 
2. Iron Man by Black Sabbath – When I ride the stationary bike every day, sometimes I put on the stream from 
Hero 100.1 which is a radio station I listened to in prison.  They play this a LOT. 
3. Brass in Pocket by The Pretenders – I remember Chrissie Hynde saying so many people got the lyrics 
wrong.  “One woman thought it was gonna use my sexy.  My WHAT?” 
4. I was gonna say something by OMD but that’s wrong… 
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6. Love is Like Oxygen by Sweet – Mara had a big thing about liking this song but not knowing who sang it or 
what song it was.  I went and bought the CD one day when I dropped her off for a therapy appointment.  She 
was so happy when I turned on the CD player in the car on the way home. 
8. Elements (total guess) by I don’t know, let’s just say Sparks 
10. The Great Pretender by the Platters, but is this ANOTHER mistake or are you referring to some cover in the 
80’s? 
I guess these are songs that refer to metal somewhere….as for the mistake, Love is Like Oxygen was the 70’s I 
am certain.  But it could be the Platters thing… 

Nice try – close, but not quite there. 
Now that my answers are in I realize the thing is ELEMENTS not METAL (if you classify “Led” as an element) 
as I just looked and see Freddie Mercury did a remake of The Great Pretender.  But I didn’t know that, so my 
answer is only ½ right… 
P.S. Didn’t we just lose a Sweet member in the last few weeks? 

Yes, sadly the bassist Steve Priest (the one with the falsetto) died in early June. 
These would be easier if research were permitted        

 
 

Scores 
 
Steve Guest 18 (48) 
David Cowie 15 (43) 
Richard Smith 17 (40) 
Doug Kent  13 (39) 
Andy York 11 (33) 
Jacqueline Reader   7 (24) 
John Walker 11 (20) 
Murray Egan   4 (18) 
Brendan Whyte   7 (18) 
Martin Walker   3 (14) 
Dane Maslen   6 (15) 
John Hopkins   0 (8) 
Chris Hibbert   0 (2) 
Tom Howell   0 (1) 
 
 

Game Fifteen – Round Four of Five 
 
Anyone can play. Score 1 point each for the artist and song title for each song below. There is also a bonus 
point for identifying the common theme to the songs below. This round was inspired by Tom Howell who 
volunteered a single lyric, so I have tried to work a theme around it. There are a few show tunes included this 
time so there is a different feel to this round. 
 
1) “Listen, honey, just like Ronnie sang, Be my little baby, oh, ho, oh” (80s) 
2) “I'm so high, I swear I could fly, Me, oh my! I don't want to lose it, So what am I to do, To keep the sky so 
blue?” (60s) 
3) “Just a handful of nickels and a Juke box will cure your ills” (50s) 
4) “Only boys who save their pennies, Make my rainy day” (80s) 
5) “A mark, a yen, a buck or a pound, A buck or a pound, A buck or a pound, Is all that makes the world go 
around” (60s) 
6) “The best things in life are free, But you can keep them for the birds and bees” (60s) 
7) “I keep you on my mind both day and night, And happiness I've known proves that it's right, Because you're 
mine” (50s) 
8) “If I were a wealthy man, I wouldn't have to work hard, Ya ha deedle deedle, bubba bubba deedle deedle 
dum.” (60s) 
9) “Watch the greenbacks tumble, Feel the Sterling crumble” (70s) 
10) “Once I built a railroad, I made it run, Made it race against time. Once I built a railroad, Now it's done” (30s) 
 

* * * * * 
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6 Nimmt! 13 
 

Round Six 
 
Tom had some questions about the players scores, so I have gone through each turn to check again. John 
Walker should have 27, not 21 points as I missed the 6 points taken for column 3 in hand 4, round 4. Arthur 
should have 59, not 57 as I missed 2 points taken from column 4 of hand 2, round 3. Steve should have 56, not 
55 as I miscalculated the score of column 2 of hand 1 in round 3; it should have been 9 and not 8. All other 
scores are correct. 
 
The leaders stumble, bringing Bob G back into contention, while the other Bob falls further back. Hands 2 and 
4 are again primed for another tough round next time. 
 

HAND 1 HAND 2 HAND 3 HAND 4 

  101    98  39      42 97 

98 37 100  97 78 92  28  89 94  92 41 71 

83 28 99  96 76 88  16  88 93  80 22 70 

69 15 92  90 71 85  7 74 87 92 23 79 21 60 

68! 3 86 21* 67 66 84 75@ 5# 59% 66 91 17^ 77$ 18 59 

4 5 11 1 6 8 10 2 6 2 12 4 2 10 9 9 

 
Tom Howell plays 53 in Hand 1, 30 in Hand 2, 88 in Hand 3 and  67 in Hand 4.   Score = 8 
Kev Lee plays 54 in Hand 1, 75 in Hand 2, 74 in Hand 3 and 72 in Hand 4.   Score = 10 
Bob Gingell plays 60 in Hand 1, 72 in Hand 2, 28 in Hand 3 and 23 in Hand 4.   Score = 10 
Bob Pitman plays 98 in Hand 1, 19 in Hand 2, 5 to column 1 in Hand 3 and 77 in Hand 4.   Score = 27 
John Walker plays 21 to column 4 in Hand 1, 69 in Hand 2, 39 in Hand 3 and 17 in Hand 4. Score = 30 
Dane Maslen plays 37 in Hand 1, 26 in Hand 2, 16 in Hand 3 and 68 in Hand 4.   Score = 36 
Carolyn Townsend plays 69 in Hand 1, 32 in Hand 2, 59 in Hand 3 and 80 in Hand 4.  Score = 47 
Steve Ham plays 83 in Hand 1, 74 in Hand 2, 7 in Hand 3 and 92 in Hand 4.   Score = 56 
Arthur Owen plays 68 in Hand 1, 15 in Hand 2, 89 in Hand 3 and 79 in Hand 4.   Score = 68 
 
* John takes column 4 of hand 1 for 2 points (95) (and) 
! Arthur takes column 1 of hand 1 for 9 points (50, 52, 53, 54 and 60) (and) 
@ Tom takes column 4 of hand 2 for 6 points (6, 13, 15, 19 and 26) followed by Kev who takes the same 
column for 7 points (30, 32, 69, 72 and 74) 
# Bob P takes column 1 of hand 3 for 1 point (43) (and) 
% Carolyn takes column 2 of hand 3 for 12 points (36, 40, 42, 44 and 45) 
^ John takes column 1 of hand 4 for 1 point (63) 
$ Bob P takes column 2 of hand 4 for 10 points (65, 66, 67, 68 and 72) 
 

* * * * * 

Backpacks and Blisters 3 
 

Round Nine 
 
15.20 – 15.40 
 
Cloudy Uphere was unconcerned by the time and continued to head south towards Wythburn. Brad Berry and 
Honor Kleedae were stuck atop Grisedale Pike and forced to admire the view, although Brad was more 
distracted by his blister. War Keys had no such problems, even with the rucksack as he strolled down Dale 
Head towards Grange. Tarn Hallow  strode out to Maiden Moor and Eddie Inclowds made it to the outskirts of 
Keswick. 
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15.40 – 16.00 
 
Both Brad Berry and Honor Kleedae managed to come down from Grisedale Pike, the lady leading the way as 
Brad stopped to admire a view. The rucksack started to tell on War Keys as he slowed down on the way into 
Grange. Tarn decided it was time for chocolate and the energy burst took him all the way past Braithwaite. 
Eddie decided against the pub and stormed up Latrigg while Cloudy Uphere kept up his pace to visit Harop 
Tarn. 
 

Player 15.20 – 15.40 15.40 – 16.00 Location Goods Score 

War Keys 
Brendan 
Whyte 

Maiden Moor (3T3O) to 
145 

Ashness Bridge (1T2O) 
to 146 

146 2 x 50p 
Rucksack! 

50 

Tarn Hallow 
Brad Martin 

Knott (1T3O) to Maiden 
Moor 

Helvellyn (2T4O) and 
chocolate to 84 

84 - 
 

50 

Eddie 
Inclowds 
Bob Gingell 

Striding Edge (3O) to 
220 

Sale Fell (3T2O) to 
Latrigg 

Latrigg -  60 

Cloudy Uphere 
Arthur Owen 

Brandreth (1T4O) to 266 Stile End (2T3O) to 
Harop Tarn 

Harop 
Tarn 

2 x 50p 45 

Brad Berry 
John Walker 

Discards blister High Tove (2T) to 87 87 1 x  
Chocolate 

47 

Honor Kleedae 
Steve Ham 

Discards (4O) Dash Falls (2T4O) to 85 85 - 
 

43 

 
Please can players send orders for next time moves with their moves from 16.00 – 16.20 and 16.20 – 16.40. 
Steve will move first from 16.00 – 16.20 and Brendan will move first from 16.20 – 16.40. There will be a vote for 
the Heavy Rucksack at 16.20 (after the first move), so please don’t forget to vote; remember there are 5 points 
for the player who carries the rucksack back to Keswick. The weather for 16.00 – 16.20 is sunny and 16.20 – 
16.40 is rainy. The card deck was shuffled again. 
 
The targets are Skiddaw, Grisedale Pike, High Rigg, Blea Tarn and Dale Head. Reminder: Ferries move at 20 
minutes past the hour and buses at 40 minutes past the hour.  
 
Places Visited 
Brendan:  High Rigg, Walla Crag, Bleaberry, High Seat, Blea Tarn, High Tove, Lodore Falls, Dale Head 
Brad:  High Rigg, Greathow Wood, Thirlspot, Wythburn, Blea Tarn, Rathwaite, Maiden Moor 
Bob:  Dale Head, Blea Tarn, Walla Crag, Bleaberry, High Rigg, Stone Circle, Latrigg 
Arthur:  Lords Seat, Doll Wood, Skiddaw, High Rigg, Thirlspot, Harop Tarn 
John:  Fortinscale, Catbells, Grange, Dale Head, Portinscale, Thornthwaite, Grisedale Pike 
Steve:  Stone Circle, High Rigg, Thirlspot, Blea Tarn, Rathwaite, Portinscale, Braithwaite 
 
Questions 
 
Bob Gingell  I notice that you have got the first three locations wrong - War Keys is in Dale Head, 
Tarn Hallow in 141 and Eddie Inclowds in Stone Circle. And I have just noticed the times on the table are wrong 
- should be 1440-1500 and 1500-1520.  

I think Richard changed the online copy but noting these here for completeness. The times in the table 

last round should be 14.40 – 15.00 and 15.00 – 15.20 as Bob correctly notes. War Keys starts the 

round in Dale Head, Tarn Hallow in 141 and Eddie Inclowds in Stone Circle. I think I must have been 

distracted while finishing the report as all the other details were correct.  
 
Bob Gingell  And shouldn't we drop down to 2 cards each after the coffee break? 

Actually, you should probably have started the game with five cards, not four. Players start with a 

hand of four but play two turns so should get a replacement in between. After lunch, you should have 

four cards, three plus the one replacement. However, there aren’t that many cards, so I prefer to keep 

things as played so far so there are cards not in play.  
 
Brendan Whyte mm... I have the boxed version of More B&B, and coffee is at 2, not . And the card is 
discarded then. 
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Breaking Away 11 
 

Round Six 
 
The field spreads out again as Whitstable takes the lead. At the back, Sky Sports loses two riders as Cricket 
and Boxing are dropped. 
 

Square Replacement Riders 

57 3 Whitstable 

56 -  

55 -  

54 3 Racing 

53 4 Margate, Dumbo, Diane 

52 -  

51 3 Butch 

50 -  

49 3 Art, Cliff 

48 5 EFL 

47 6 Mother Clanger, Pretenders, Mary Poppins, Soup Dragon 

46 10 Pegwell, Harry Potter 

45 12 Father Christmas, Tiny Clanger 

44 14 Talking Heads, Major Clanger, Romeo Void 

43 15 Blondie 

42 15 Canterbury 

41 -  

40 -  

39 3 Boxing 

38 -  

37 3 Cricket 

 
COOL PARKRUNNINGS (John Walker) 0 points ALPHABLOCKERS (Roger Trethewey) 2 points 
A. Pegwell    15, 15, 15, 10   A. Art   3, 15, 3, 1 
B. Whitstable  15, 6, 3    B. Butch    3, 7, 6 
C. Margate   15, 15, 4   C. Cliff (2)   6, 3, 3 
D. Canterbury  15, 15, 15   D. Diane   4, 3, 3 
 
CLANGERS  (Steve Ham) 9 points  BANDS    (Chris Hibbert)  16 points 
A. Major Clanger (8) 10, 3, 4, 14   A. Talking Heads (10) 3, 3, 14, 10 
B. Mother Clanger 6, 14, 15   B. Romeo Void (6) 5, 10, 14 
C. Tiny Clanger (1) 6, 12, 15   C. Pretenders     7, 6, 10 
D. Soup Dragon  13, 5, 6    D. Blondie  6, 15, 3 
 
FANTASTIC FLYING PELONTASTICS (Bob P.) 7 pts  SKY SPORTS  (Arthur Owen) 5 points 
A. Father Christmas (3) 6, 10, 3, 12   A. EFL (5)  3, 5, 15, 3  
B. Harry Potter (4) 4, 4, 10    B. Racing  3, 12, 2 
C. Mary Poppins 3, 6, 15     C. Cricket  Dropped 
D. Dumbo  3, 15, 4    D. Boxing  Dropped  
 
 
 

Breaking Away 10 
 

Round Ten 
 
Wolves pile to the front but low replacement cards may peg them back next round as the riders spread out 
further. 
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Corrections 
 

1. Brexit should have a replacement card of 3 rather than the 15 shown on the game report last round. 
2. The race leader Ada should have finished on square 86, not 85 as reported and received a 2 instead of 

a 3 as replacement. Thanks to Richard for letting me know in good time. 
 

Square Replacement Riders 

94 2 Neves 

93 -  

92 3 Boly 

91 4 Jota 

90 5 Coady 

89 6 Ada 

88 7 Ruby 

87 8 Jodie Whitaker 

86 9 Pascal, Speedy 

85 11 President Putin, Checkers, Haskell, Flash 

84 15 Zippy, Dash 

83 -  

82 3 David Tennant, Brexit 

81 5 President Trump 

80 6 Tom Baker, Boaty McBoatface 

79 8 Canada Plus Plus, Jon Pertwee 

78 10 Norway 

 
NO RUSSIAN MEDDLING (Allan Stagg) 6 points SOFTWARE ENGINEERS (Richard Smith) 17 pts 
A. President Putin  8, 8, 11, 3   A. Ada (6)  6, 2, 3, 3 
B. President Trump 5, 5, 7     B. Ruby (10)   7, 8, 10 
C. Brexit   3, 6, 3    C. Pascal   9, 3, 4 
D. Boaty McBoatface 3, 6, 3    D. Haskell (1)  8, 11, 9 
 
NOT THE WILL (Steve Ham) 15 points   SPEEDY TEAM (Chris Hibbert)  21 points 
A. Canada Plus Plus  8, 5, 8, 7   A. Zippy   7, 4, 5, 15 
B. Norway  15, 10, 6   B. Dash  15, 15, 8 
C. Checkers (2)  8, 11, 3    C. Speedy (8)     6, 10, 9 
D. No Deal WTO dropped   D. Flash  11, 5, 8 
 
THE TIME LORDS (Kev Lee) 9 points    WOLVES (Arthur Owen) 7 points 
A. Tom Baker  8, 6, 4, 3   A. Boly   3, 3, 3  
B. David Tennant 3, 3, 3     B. Jota (4)  4, 4, 3 
C. Jon Pertwee  3, 4, 8     C. Neves  3, 2, 4 
D. Jodie Whitaker (5) 4, 3, 8     D. Coady (3)  6, 5, 14  
 

* * * * * 
 

Bus Boss (Cyprus) BB375CYP 
 

Game End Statements 
 
Brad Martin (3rd) Congratulations to Roger and John. My error was not making the connection Limassol 
to Zyyi, rather than Paphos to Polis (which I think didn’t pay out anything). 
 
Roger Trethewey (1st) I fully expected John to keep his lead, but I was lucky with the last set of races. It was a 
good game and the map was interesting. Thanks go to John and Brad and the gm. 
 
Jim Reader (GM) This was a very close, well fought game on a nice map. Roger has a very nice network 
in the middle with fast connections between all the major double towns except Paphos. Brad and John 
controlled the west, but there was plenty to keep the players in contention.  
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I do agree with Brad’s assessment that the Paphos – Polis build was probably a mistake, although this was 
maybe because John bought the other Polis connection, else the monopoly on that town might have made a 
difference. Thanks to all three players and congratulations once more to Roger. 

 
 

Bus Boss (Easter Island) BB389IDP 
 

Round Four  
 
MARS Vaitea – Ahu Hanga Poukura: Ahu Tongariki - Rano Raraku 
Orange Bank: 84 – 12 = 72 
John Marsden  
 
Green Puna Pau - Ahu Akivi - Rano Aroi 
Green Bank: 85 – 12 = 73 
Roger Trethewey 
 
MO Rano Aroi – Ahu Nau Nau: Ana Heu – Ahu Te Peu 
Purple Bank: 84 – 12 = 72 
Bob Gingell 
 
PIT Vaihu - Ana Raakal: White Virgins Cave - Ana Te Ava Nui 
Blue Bank: 88 – 12 = 76 
Brad Martin  
 
The build order for next round is (most money first) Brad, Roger, Bob then John, and will be the last building 
round before the races begin. Note the build cost from Ahu Tongariki to Poike is 7 and the build cost from Poike 
to White Virgins Cave is 4.  
 
 

Bus Boss (Easter Island) BB391IDP 
 

Round Four  
 
BIRDMAN Tahai - Hanga Roa; Ana Raakal - Vaihu - Akahanga 
Blue Bank: 86 – 12 = 74 
Richard Smith  
 
TEAR Vaihu – Akahanga – Ahu Tongariki 
Green Bank: 86 – 12 = 74 
Kev Lee  
 
NAH Ahu Hanga Poukura – Vaihu – Akahanga: Hotels – Mataveri International Airport 
Red Bank: 86– 12 = 74 
Martin Walker  
 
The build order for next round is Richard, Kev and Martin. There will be the usual 6 build rounds. Town 14 is 
Ana Kai Tangata. Note the build cost from Ahu Tongariki to Poike is 7 and the build cost from Poike to White 
Virgins Cave is 4. 
 
 

* * * * * 
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Der Fuhrer 6 
 

Round Nine 
 
Schleswig-Holstein 
 
Herr Martin started his heavy anti-red campaign in Schleswig-Holstein with a fairly aggressive and unpleasant 
poster campaign. The Chancellor chose to continue his message about a New Order supported by lots of 
leaflets. Frau Amery returned to lead the Communist campaign focussing on jobs in this conservative district. 
The Nationalist party reverted back to whinging about the treaty of Versailles while the Centre spoke on 
Labour Reform. It was an easy win for the Chancellor with the Social Democrats and Communists tied for 
second. 
 
Wurtemburg 
 
There was violence in Wurtemburg as Communist Workers turned out in force to harangue the Social 
Democrats, while Frau Amery preached on Social Welfare. Herr Martin’s demands for justice, heavily 
supported in the media were drowned out by the angry mob.  The Nazi’s stuck to their winning plan from 
Schleswig-Holstein as did the Nationalists while the Centre also turned their attention to Social Welfare. 
Reichsfuhrer Walker carried the day once again with Cian Owen taking second. 
 
Silesia 
 
Why change a good plan, thought the Chancellor as he came into Silesia on a positive roll and a populace 
lapping up his message about New Order. His advertising was matched by Frau Amery as the Communists 
attempted to turn the tide with a strong message about Labour Reform. The Nationalists finally realized that 
Versailles was maybe not a big vote-winner and also spoke on Labour Reform and sent mobs out against the 
Government. The Centre Party stuck with Social Welfare and ex-Chancellor Martin was able to finally get his 
pleas for Justice heard. The Communists won the day, with the Centre in second and Social Democrats 
third. 
 

Party Platform Issues Propaganda Street 
Mobs 

Election 
Results 

Total 

CENTRE 
 
Cian Owen 

Socialism 2v, 2j 
2lr, 3sw 

16 – 0  
- 0 

- 0 = 16 

4 – 0 
- 0 

- 0 = 4 

2 
3 + 1 + 2 
5 + 1 + 2 

41 

COMMUNIST 
 
Natalie Amery 

Pro-Labour 2v, 3sw 
1j, 2lr 
1sm 

16 – 0 
- 0 

- 3 = 13 

20 – 0 
- 4 

- 0 = 16 

2 + 1 + 1 
1 + 1 

6 + 1 + 4 

41 

SOCIAL 
DEMOCRATS 
Brad Martin 

Law and 
Order 

2v, 0j 
1ar, 4ju 

2sm 

24 – 2 
- 3 

- 3 = 16 

0 
3 + 1 
1 + 1 
5 + 1 

40 

NAZI 
 
John Walker 

Demagoguery 2v, 2ar 
5no, 0bl 

0sm 

30 – 3 
- 3 

- 3 = 21 

27 – 0 
- 0 

- 0 = 27 

6 + 3 
5 + 4 

2 

33 

NATIONALIST 
 
Arthur Owen 

Liberal 5v, 3lr 
0sw, 1j 

 

11 – 0 
- 0 

- 2 = 9 

2 – 0 
- 0 

- 2 = 0 

1 + 1 
1 + 1 
2 + 1 

32 

 
The Chancellor is lagging behind so has called elections in his targets of Hanover (4, 2, 1 – lr, sw, j), Saxony (5, 
3, 1 – lr, sw, j) and Hesse-Nassau (6, 3, 2 – lr, sw, ju). 
 

* * * * * 
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Fair Means or Foul 6 
 

Game Start 
 
It’s time for another round of art collecting by various legal and illegal means. The following moguls are now 
trying to boost and show off their exhibitions - John Walker, Brendan Whyte, Brad Martin and Arthur Owen. 
 
Starting hands will be sent to each player with this issue of Variable Pig; please can you send in orders for your 
first location (auction house or castle) for next round. At the auction next month are a Gambier Clay Pipe (D 
1885) and Louis Armstrong’s Trumpet (E 1952). 
 

 Brendan Whyte Brad Martin John Walker Arthur Owen 

Cheques 1, 12, 13, 24 2, 11, 14, 23 3, 10, 15, 22 4, 9, 16, 21 

Thieves 4, 9 3, 10 2, 11 1, 12 

Location next turn     

 

2/1 3/2 4/2 5/3 3/2 4/2 4/2 2/1 3/2 4/2 4/2 3/2 4/2 2/1 

              

5/3 3/2 4/2 5/3 3/2 4/2 2/1 3/2 4/2 3/2 4/2 2/1 5/3 Finish 

              

 

* * * * * 
 

Grand National 2 
 

Game End Statements 
 
Roger Trethewey Congratulations to Michael for working out the numbers better than most. Must have 
been a headache to GM. 
 
Richard Smith  5th and 7th is a respectable finish, but I needed to be a just a little bit bolder. I think I 
said that last time. 
 
Steve Ham  This game was just as enjoyable as the first one that was run. I second John's view 
that Michael's choices were excellent throughout, although he was a bit lucky to escape the carnage at 
Beecher’s Brook the second time around. My strategy was to keep my two horses in the race for the duration 
but ultimately I played it too safe and didn't deserve to win. Congratulations to Michael and thanks very much 
for running the game. 
 
Bob Gingell  Both jockeys survived and the sad old nags they were riding will live to race another 
day, but the only claim I can make is that I was the best of those that completed the course with two or more 
horses (although my combined JPs were less than those of the first two riders!). This is a game for risk takers, 
and I took few risks so deserve the undistinguished position. 
 
Michael Pargman Wow – it’s hard to believe that I managed to win that game. Losing my first horse early 
on, I had to take a lot of chances to stay close to the top. But still - this is a game of luck. Thanks everyone who 
made it possible ;-) 
 
Jim Reader (GM) This was an easier game to run, with the exception of the accursed Middleman and 
hopefully most of the GM errors were caught this time. It was a very close race with a number of players still in 
contention right at the end. A couple were also quite unlucky. Thanks to everyone for playing and 
congratulations once more to Michael. 
 

* * * * * 
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Puerto Rico 
 

Game Ten – Game Start 
 
Time for another 4 – player game start. The players are Chris Hibbert, Kev Lee, Allan Stagg and John Walker. 
The play order for the first turn is John, Kev, Chris and Allan. There are 4 colonists on the colony ship. The 5, 6 
and 7 ships are all empty. The trading house is also empty. The plantations available this turn are corn, corn, 
sugar, sugar and tobacco.  
 

Player Doubloons VP Goods Buildings Plantations 

John Walker 3 0 -  Indigo (x) 

Kev Lee 3 0 -  Indigo (x) 

Chris Hibbert 3 0 -  Corn (x) 

Allan Stagg 3 0 -  Corn (x) 

 
 

Building Cost Victory Points Available Tiles Available 

Small Indigo Plant 1 1 4 Quarry 8 of 8 

Small Sugar Mill 2 1 4 Corn Tiles 8 of 8 

Small Market 1 1 2 Indigo Tiles 11 of 11 

Hacienda 2 1 2 Sugar Tiles 10 of 10 

Construction Hut 2 1 2 Tobacco Tiles 8 of 8 

Small Warehouse 3 1 2 Coffee Tiles 8 of 8 

Large Indigo Plant 3 2 3   

Large Sugar Mill 4 2 3 Goods Available 

Hospice 4 2 2 Corn Goods 10 of 10 

Office 5 2 2 Indigo Goods 11 of 11 

Large Market 5 2 2 Sugar Goods 11 of 11 

Large Warehouse 6 2 2 Tobacco Goods 9 of 9 

Tobacco Storage 5 3 3 Coffee Goods 9 0f 9 

Coffee Roaster 6 3 3   

Factory 7 3 2 Colonists 75 remaining from 75 

University 8 3 2   

Harbour 8 3 2 Victory Points 100 remaining from 100 

Wharf 9 3 2   

Guild Hall 10 4 1   

Residence 10 4 1   

Fortress 10 4 1   

Customs House 10 4 1   

City Hall 10 4 1   

 

Game Nine – Game End Statements 
 
Richard Smith I think I bought too many "helpers" and thus was a bit slow getting my engine going. My 
onus was on buildings more than captaining and I was hoping to get a Residence and/or a Guild Hall before the 
end. John with 8 doubloons could certainly have bought a large violet next turn (after having been one short of 
a University), and of course Natalie's large violet building just nudged her ahead of Allan who may or may not 
have chosen to end the game for tactical reasons. 
 
John Walker Must do better 
 
Allan Stagg Ooh, that was close.  I should have bought the Fortress and remembered to put in a 
provisional Settler order on my last turn.  Congrats to Natalie for a hard-fought game and thanks to you for 
running it. 
 
Natalie Amery I thought Allan was going to just beat me rather than the other way around - I was very 
much aware that my VP lead wasn't really a permanent thing but it seems the strategy actually came together 
for me this time around and it worked out.  Thanks for a good game. 
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Jim Reader This was a close game. I also thought that Allan had this one in the bag, especially as 
he forced the early ending. I did feel a little guilty ordering for Natalie in the final round, but I did do so without 
previewing the other players orders first. Thanks to everyone for playing and congratulations once more to 
Natalie. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Rail Baron 6 
 

Round Seventeen 
 
Jon leaves Oakland on the Western Pacific and returns on the AT&SF before heading south to Los Angeles on 
the SP to set up a trap for Brad. Brad arrives in Salt Lake City before Jon’s move and declares, using his bonus 
to move down the Union Pacific where Jon is waiting for him. Jon tags Brad on his move the next turn and 
continues towards Omaha. Brad must now move to his original destination of Nashville while Jon continues to 
try to get home to St. Louis. Can anyone tag him before he arrives? Arthur will have to sell another railway line 
next turn, so please also include bids for these if interested. 
 
Jon Carter           Cash 235.5K 
Home City: St. Louis (North Central) 
 
74. Oakland - 1N Las Vegas   (WP, AT&SF, UP) 1K to bank, 10K to Brad and Arthur 
75.  1N Las Vegas – 8W Omaha (tags Brad) (UP)   1K to bank, +50.0K Brad 
 

 
Cian Owen           Cash 117K 
Home City: Reno (Southwest) 
 
74. Portland – 1W Pocatello   (UP)   10K to Jon 
75.  1W Pocatello – 2NW Denver  (UP)   10K to Jon 
 

 
Brad Martin           Cash 243.0K 
Home City: Los Angeles (South West) 
 
74. 1S Omaha – 1N Salt Lake City  (CB&Q, UP)  1K to bank, 10K to Jon 
75. 1N Salt Lake City – Salt Lake City  (UP)   10K to Jon, +13.0K, 50.0K Brad 
 75 bonus. Declares. Salt Lake City – 2NE Las Vegas  (UP) 
  

 
Arthur Owen           Cash 13.0K 
Home City: Columbus (North Central) 
 
74. Atlanta - 1W New Orleans   (SOU, SP)  1K to bank, 10K to Brad 
75. 1W New Orleans – San Antonio  (SP)   10K to Brad 
 
PLAYER  FIRST DESTINATION  PAYOUT SECOND DESTINATION      PAYOUT 
Jon  Jacksonville (South East) 27.0K  Detroit (North Central)  11.0K 
Cian  Kansas City (Plains)  19.5K  Philadelphia (North East) 12.0K 
Brad  Nashville (South Central) 19.0K  Omaha (Plains)     7.5K 
Arthur  Los Angeles (South West) 29.5K  Chicago (North Central)  22.5K  
 

Player Arrival Train Railroads Cash 

Jon 23 Superchief C&NW, NYNH&H, NYC, L&N, B&O, ACL, RF&P, UP, WP 303.5K 

Cian 19 Normal D&RGW, CRI&P, CMSTP&P, MP   97.0K 

Brad 17 Superchief PA, B&M, AT&SF, SAL, GM&O, T&P, SL&SF, CB&Q, NP, 
C&O, IC 

225.0K 

Arthur 15 Normal GN, SOU, SP     2.0K 
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Turn Die Roll Bonus Priority 

76 6 + 5 2 Brad 

77 5 + 1 4 Arthur 

 

* * * * * 
 

Railway Rivals 
 

RR Game LXXIV – RR2348AG – Argentina Map – Round Twelve 
 
Correction – AB should have been paid 3 for connecting to Corrientes last round. 
 

 AB 
Brendan 

Blue 

CASTRO 
Bob 
Red 

TOP GEAR 
John 
Black 

EVITA 
Natalie 
Green 

36) Rosario (15) – Bolivar / 
Olivarria (23) 

15 
- 1 – 3 

0 
+ 1 

0 15 
+ 3 

37) San Rafael (33) – 
Resistencia / Corrientes (45) 

 10 JR 10 JR 10 

38) Bahia Blanca (21) – San 
Juan (35) 

  20  

39) La Rioja (54) – Pres. R. 
S. Pena / Las Comitas (63) 

10 
+ 4 

20 
- 4 

  

40) Rosario (16) – Uruguay 
(Sp5) 

 20   

41) Salta (64) – Seaport 
(Sp6) 

20 
- 3 

  
+ 3 

10 

42) Santa Fe (41) – 
Catamarca (56) 

20 
+ 5 

 
+ 1 

10 
- 5 – 1 

 

 

Last Turn 285 324 275.5 251.5 

Points from Races 67 48 37 38 

Correction 3    

Points Total 355 372 312.5 289.5 

 

Congratulations to Bob Pitman (CASTRO) 
Game end statements are welcome (on file from Bob) 

 
 

RR Game LXXIV – RR2344DM – Denmark Map – Late Game End Statement 
 
Chris Hibbert (3rd) Congratulations to Judy! Way to go on navigating a bizarre map. I haven't seen two 
disjoint sets of destinations before, and I didn't figure out how to plan for it. 
 
 

RR Game LXXV – RR2347SDW – South Downs Map – Round Ten 

Question 

Richard: I did spot a problem on the South Downs Way map. I had clarified previously that the N and S 
allocations for Winchester and Eastbourne are only for start purposes - for races they are double-number 
locations and you can run to either, so race 15 is possible for Roger and there is no need to connect the towns 
as Kev has done. Up to you if you think it's better to play on as is (with a note saying that they are being treated 
as separate just for this game) or amend the report.  Did Roger try to enter race 15? 
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I have been treating Winchester North and South, plus Eastbourne North and South as separate 

destinations and most players have ordered in this way, especially the two Winchester starts. For 

Eastbourne, it’s not so bad as I can simply adjust payments if needed. Roger did not enter race 15. If 

it’s not too late, please could you squeeze a statement into the report somewhere that this is how the 

towns are being played.  
 

 HMM 
Richard 
Green 

B 
Roger 
Black 

BOG 
Brad 
Blue 

FEAR 
Kev 
Red 

15. Winchester South (12) – 
West Meon (23) 

 20 
- 1 

  
+ 1 

16. East Meon (24) – Buriton 
(34) 

 20   

20. Winchester North (11) – 
Southampton (Sp1) 

   20 

22. Winchester South (12) – 
Fenhurst (41) 

15 
- 3 – 4 - 3 

0 
+ 3 + 1 - 1 

15 
+ 4 - 1 - 6 

0 
+ 3 + 6 + 1 

23. Wickham (22) – Fulking 
(55) 

   
+ 2 

20 
- 2 

24. Chawton (31) – 
Eastbourne South (66) 

10 
+ 9 

 20 
- 9 

 

25. Cheriton (14) – Steyning 
(54) 

20 10 
- 1 

 
+ 1 

 

26. East Meon (24) – East 
Dean (64) 

10 
- 4 

 
+ 4 + 3 

20 
- 1 - 3 

 
+ 1 

27. Milland (36) – Brighton 
(Sp5) 

 
+ 1 

20 
+ 3 – 2 - 1 

10 
- 1 – 3 + 2 

 
+ 1 

28. Northchapel (42) – 
Crawley (Sp6) 

 
+ 1 

20 
+ 3 

 10 
- 3 – 1 

 

Last Turn 254.5 130 142.5 158 

Points from Races 52 101 50 57 

Builds - 6 
- 2 - 1 

- 4 
+ 2 - 1 

 
+ 1 + 1 

 

Points Total 297.5 228 194.5 215 

 
HMM  (J8) - I9 - I10 - I11 - I12 - H12 - G13 
B  (H11) – G12 - F12 
BOG:  No builds 
FEAR  No builds 
 
The fifth set of races is 
29. Twyford (15) – West Meon (23):   30. Bishops Waltham (21) – Binstead (33) 
31. Selbourne (32) – Lavant (46):   32. Cocking (44) – Storrington (52) 
33. Ditchling (56) – Eastbourne North (65):  34. Upham (15) – Southampton (Sp1) 
35. Alfriston (63) – Portsmouth (Sp2) 
Enter up to 4 of the new races, plus any from races, and build up to 4 points. Note that all race entries must 
pass through a scenic spot or park.  
 
 

RR Game LXXVI – RR2378PE – Pern Map – Round Six 
 
Corrections 
 

1. BEAR should have received 3 for the connection to Last Hold in turn 5b. 
2. PERN’s payments to DRAGON last round were 3 for Telgar Hold to D24 (2 per half hex along existing 

track outside a town, plus 1 for the connection) and the same for D24 to Miners Hall. I am treating the 
Hall hexes like towns for connections. 
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DRAGON  6a) 5. (B78) - - - C78 - ISTA HOLD: (C78) - B77, 
Bob Gingell   6b) 6. (B77) - ISTA WEYR: (E15) - D14: (O10) - P9 - Q9 - R10:  
            (Igen Hold) - Star Craft Hall 
Purple  6c) 5. (M36) - - - N36 - O37: (G12) - G11. 
 BANK: 63 + 6 + 6 + 2 (BIEN) – 1 + 1 (BEAR) – 2 (PERN) = 75 
 
BIEN 6a) 5. (J22) - - -  J21 – J20 – J19 , 
Christian Bien  6b) 6. (J19) – J18 – J17 - J16 – I16 – H15 - G15, 
Orange 6c) 5. (G15) – F15 - E16: (G15) - G14 - F13: (P45) – HALF CIRCLE SEA HOLD. 
 BANK: 44 + 6 – 2 (DRAGON) - 5 (PERN) = 43 
 
BEAR   6a) 5. (P36) – Q37 – KEROON: (L41) - - - M42, 
Kev Lee  6b) 6. (M42) – KEROON RIVER HOLD: (D17) – D16 – D15 - D14 – OGREN: (F18) – 
G18 
Black 6c) 5. (G18) – H17 – H16 – I16. 
 BANK: 38 + 3 (correction 1) + 6 + 3 + 3 – 1 + 1 (DRAGON) – 1 (BIEN) – 1 (PERN) = 51 
 
PERN  6a) 5. (Fort Weyr) - - - - - P11, 
Arthur Owen  6b) 6. (P11) - - - FORT HOLD – Harper Hall – R13 – A64, 
Green 6c) 5. (A64) – B63 – C63 – GAR – E63 – SOUTHERN BOLL. 
 BANK: 23 + 6 + 3 + 6 + 2 (DRAGON) + 5 (BIEN) + 1 (BEAR) = 46 
 
The first set of races is 
1. Star Craft Hall (Sp3) - Telgar Weyr (35):  2. Igen Weyr (52) - Keroon (46)   
3. Big Bay Hold / Far Cry (43) - Crom (33):    4. Eastern Ring Islands (Sp6) - Lewis / Plateau (26)   
5. High Reaches Weyr (15) - Benden Weyr (62):   6. Half Circle Sea Hold (65) - Igen Hold (53)   
7. Fort Weyr (21) - Tillek (11) 
Enter up to five races and build up to 14 points, not including payments to rivals. Note that we are using Bus 
Boss scoring for this game. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are mountain towns. 
 
 

RR Game LXXVII – RR2379PE – Pern Map – Round Six 
 
APT  6a) 4. (A60) - - - A61 - PEYTON, 
Andy York   6b) 5. (J17) – J18 – J19 – J20 – J21: (J8) – J7, 
Black  6c) 6. (J21) - - - J22 – J23 – I24 – CAMPBELLS FIELD. 
 BANK: 59 + 3 + 3 + 1 (F’ARTED) = 66 
 
DRAGON 6a) 4. (B78) - - - B77 – ISTA WEYR, 
Judy Ferguson  6b) 5. (C28) - - - - - Telgar Weyr, 
Gold 6c) 6. (Telgar Weyr) - - - C26 - Miners Hall:  B88 - C78 – ISTA HOLD. 
 BANK: 48 + 6 + 6 + 1 (THREAD) = 61 
 
F’ARTED   6a) 4. (M15) – N15 – O15 – P14; (K17) - J16, 
Bob Pitman  6b) 5. (P14) - - - P13 – FORT HOLD: (P13) – Harper Hall, 
Red 6c) 6. (J16) – I16 – H15 – H14; (Ruatha) – K13; (G40) – G39; (R45) – A95. 
 BANK: 57 + 6 – 1 (APT) + 3 (THREAD) = 65 
 
THREAD  6a) 4. (M43) - M44: (N37) - Last Hold; (H33) - H34 - G35, 
Richard Smith  6b) 5. (G35) - F35 - F36 - G37 - H37 - H38, 
Blue 6c) 6. (H38) - - - Bitra - H40 - H41 - G42. 
 BANK: 42 – 1 (DRAGON) – 3 (F’ARTED) = 38 
 
The first set of races is 
1. Plains Hold / Keroon River (54) - Tillek (11):    2. Telgar Weyr (35) - Ista Weyr (41)   
3. Telgar Weyr (36) - Miners Hall (Sp2):   4. Benden Weyr (62) - Ista Hold (42)   
5. Igen Hold (53) - Half Circle Sea Hold (65):    6. Ruatha (25) - Harper Hall (Sp1)   
7. Fort Hold (24) - High Reaches Hold (13)   
Enter up to five races and build up to 14 points, not including payments to rivals. Note that we are using Bus 
Boss scoring for this game. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are mountain towns. 
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RR Game LXXVII – RR2380PE – Pern Map – Round Six 
 
Corrections 

 
1. FOOR should not have received 3 for the connection to Plateau last turn as GREEN had already 

connected to this (FOOR – 3). 
2. FOOR should have paid 1 to GREEN for the connection at G14. 
3. FOOR should have received 6 for being the first to connect to Igen Weyr. 
4. RIDE should have paid 1 to FOOR for the connection at E23 

 

WR  6a) 6. (N10) - M10 - L9 - K9 - - - J8, 
Natalie Amery 6b) 6. (J8) - J7 - J6 - J5 - J4 – BALEN: (G26) - F26 
Blue  6c) 3. (H30) - - - H31. 
 BANK: 52 + 3 – 1 + 1 (GREEN) – 1 (FOOR) = 54 
 
GREEN 6a) 6. (G12) – G11 - - - G10: (F23) - E23: (O45) - Greystones 
Roger Trethewey  6b) 6. (G10) - - - G9: (I16) - - - J15 
Green 6c) 3. (G9) – High Reaches Hold: (J15) - K15; (F38) - G39 
 BANK: 37 + 1 (correction 2) + 3 – 1 + 1 (WR) – 2 + 2 (RIDE) – 2 (FOOR) = 39 
 
RIDE     6a) 6. (E23) – F22 - G22 – G21 – G20 – G19 - G18, 
Brad Martin   6b) 6. (B79) – B78 - - - B77 – ISTA WEYR: (B77) - C78, 
Brown   6c) 3. (J44) – J45 - J46 – VALLEY HOLD. 
 BANK: 55 + 6 + 3 – 1 (correction 4) – 2 + 2 (GREEN) = 63 
 
FOOR  6a) 6. (G12) – G11 - - - G10: N32 – O32 - P31, 
Martin Walker  6b) 6. (G10) - - - G9 – HIGH REACHES HOLD: G9 – F9 - LEWIS, 
Red 6c) 3. (Last Hold) – N38 - M39 - L38. 
 BANK: 50 – 3 (correction 1) – 1 (correction 2) + 6 (correction 3) + 1 (correction 4) +  
  6 + 3 + 2 (GREEN) – 1 (RIDE) = 63 
 
The first set of races is 
1. Fork Hold / Valley Hold (55) - Harper Hall (Sp1):   2. Southern Continent (Sp4) - Fort Weyr (22)   
3. Igen Weyr (51) - Tillek (11):      4. Nabol (31) - Ruatha (25)   
5. Big Bay Hold / Far Cry (43) - Sattle / Gar (16):   6. Nerat (66) - Campbells Hold / Southern Telgar (44)   
7. Benden Weyr (62) - Crom (33)   
Enter up to five races and build up to 14 points, not including payments to rivals. Note that we are using Bus 
Boss scoring for this game. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are mountain towns. 
 
 

RR Game LXXVIII – RR2403OT – Otago and Southland Map – Round Four 
 
OTB2D3DM  4a) 4. (D36) - C35 – WAIMATE: (C35) - B36: (Waikouaiti) - Q30. 
Brendan Whyte   4b) 5. (Roxburgh) - - - - - O16, 
Blue   4c) 5. (O16) - - - O15 - P15 - Q14. 
 BANK: 72 + 3 – 3 + 1 (GREEN) – 3 (NNA) = 70 
 
GREEN   4a) 4. (M28) - - - L28: (N30) - N31 
Roger Trethewey  4b) 5. (L28) - - -K27 – J27 - I26, 
Green 4c) 5. (I26) - H26 - Naseby; (Middlemarch) - - - O24. 
 BANK: 44 – 1 + 3 (OTB2D3DM) + 1 (MAR) + 3 (NNA) = 47 
 
MOA  4a) 4. (T9) - T10: (Mossburn) - S6 - T6 - U5, 
Bob Gingell  4b) 5. (U5) - V5 - OHAI; (T10) - T11 - T12 - T13, 
Brown 4c) 5. (T13) - T14 - U14 - U15 - U16 - Tapanui 
 BANK: 61 + 6 + 4 (PINOT) = 71 
 
MAR  4a) 4. (X24) – W24 - V25 - V26: (Z10) - Z9, 
Michael Pargman  4b) 5. (Z9) – Winton - - - Z7 - Z6, 
Red 4c) 5. (Z6) – Y5 - - - X5: (W13) - W12. 
 BANK: 49 – 1 (GREEN) = 48 
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PINOT  4a) 4. (V8) - - - W7 - W6, 
Steve Guest  4b) 5. (W6) - V6: (W22) - V23 - - - U23, 
Orange 4c) 5. (V6) - V5 – Ohai: (U23) - - - T24. 
 BANK: 43 – 4 (MOA) = 39 
 
NNA  4a) 4. (D34) – C34 – WAIMATE – A35/North: (C34) – WAIHAO DOWNS, 
Jon Carter 4b) 5. (F19) - - - F18 – F17: (F18) - E17, 
Black 4c) 5. (F17) - - - Cromwell: (Naseby) - H26 - Ranfurly. 
 BANK: 15 + 3 + 3 + 3 (OTB2D3DM) – 3 (GREEN) = 21 
 
The fifth-round die rolls are 5a) 3, 5b) 5 and 5c) 4. 
 
 

RR Game LXXIX – RR2405BO - Bolivia Map – Round Three 
 
Green    3a) 4. (S17) – S16 – S15 - S14 - MAGDALENA, 
Roger Trethewey  3b) 4. (W32) – W33 - W34 – CAMIRI:  (A69) - B69, 
Green 3c) 5. (B69) - D70 – SAN JOSE DE CHIQUITO:  (S19) – R18 - Trinidad. 
 BANK: 32 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 50 
 
USELESS   3a) 4. (I15) - I14 – J13 – K13 - L12, 
Dane Maslen  3b) 4. (L12) - L11 - M11 - M10 - M9., 
Red 3c) 5. (M9) – M8 – M7 – RIBERALTA – N5 - O5. 
 BANK: 31 + 6 + 1 (P) = 39 
 
Phrygia   3a) 4. (Aiquile) - - - R27: (G22) - F22, 
Chris Hibbert  3b) 4. (R27) - - - S27: (F22) - E23 
Purple 3c) 5. (E23) – Guaqui: (S27) – T26 – U26 – V25 - Montero. 
 BANK: 38 – 1 (USELESS) – 4 (LLAMA) = 33 
 
LLAMA    3a) 4. (F24) – EL ALTO - E23 – GAUGUI: (Oruro) - K27, 
Richard Smith  3b) 4. (U37) - - - U38 - U39, 
Blue 3c) 5. (U39) - YACUIBA; (U38) - T38 - S38 - TARIJA. 
 BANK: 32 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 4 (P) = 60 
 
The fourth-round die rolls are 4a) 6, 4b) 3 and 4c) 3. 
 

* * * * * 
 

RoboRally 5 
 

Round Four 
 
As the map-maker notes, it’s getting pretty crazy in the North East corner… 
 
Press 
 
HBZS#1 There’s a small chance I could rescue Big Data from the pit here with a right turn… if 
he has a 1F in segment A! Doing a rotate left off the conveyor means either 1 hp left and no place to shut 
down... or death by board lasers! 
 
BluBOTtle Wow, like frogger trying to cross this road (information superhighway?) 
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Phase A 

Robot Card  Start End Final Actions 

BluBOTtle 610 1F D19S E19S E19S  

Robbie 600 1F C22N B22N B22N Shoots Baymax 

Big Data 460 BU F23E F22E F24E Conveyed to F24E 

Dalekbot 450 BU K21E K20E K20E Shot by Cannon Fodder 

Baymax 340 RT A22N A22E A22E Shot by Robbie 

Cannon Fodder 140 RT K11N K11E K11E Shoots Dalekbot 

HBZS#1 130 LT G24E G24N G26N Conveyed to G26N 

Mario Androidi - L9W L9W L9W Shut down 

 
Phase B 

Robot Card  Start End Final Actions 

Baymax 830 3F A22E A25E A25E  

Cannon Fodder 780 2F K11E K13E K13E Shoots Dalekbot 

HBZS#1 770 2F G26N E26N E26N Shot by Big Data 

BluBOTtle 400 RT E19S E19W E19W  

Robbie 380 RT B22N B22E B22E  

Big Data 230 LT F24E F24N F26N Conveyed to F26N. Shoots HBZS#1 

Dalekbot 090 LT K20E K20N K20N Shot by Cannon Fodder 

Mario Androidi - L9W L9W L9W Shut down 

 
Phase C 

Robot Card  Start End Final Actions 

Big Data 800 3F F26N C26N C26N Pushes HBZS#1 to B26N. Shoots Baymax 

Dalekbot 790 3F K20N H20N H20N Shoots BluBOTtle 

Cannon Fodder 760 2F K13E K15E K15E  

Robbie 660 2F B22E B24E B24E  

HBZS#1 
650 1F B26N A26N A27N 

Pushed by Big Data to B26N then pushed by Baymax 
to A27N. Shot by Baymax 

Baymax 
590 1F A25E A26E A26E 

Pushes HBZS#1 to A27N. Shoots HBZS#1. Shot by 
Big Data 

BluBOTtle 470 BU E19E E20W E20W Shot by Dalekbot 

Mario Androidi - L9W L9W L9W  

 
Phase D 

Robot Card  Start End Final Actions 

Robbie 820 3F B24E B27E B27E  

Cannon Fodder 640 1F K15E K16E K16E  

Big Data 620 1F C26N B26N B26N Shoots Baymax 

HBZS#1 300 RT A27N A27E A27E  

Dalekbot 260 RT H20N H20E H20E Shot by BluBOTtle 

BluBOTtle 210 LT E20W E20S E20S Shoots Dalekbot 

Baymax 170 LT A26E A26N A26N Shot by Big Data 

Mario Androidi - L9W L9W L9W  

 
Phase E 

Robot Card  Start End Final Actions 

BluBOTtle 810 3F E20S H20S H20S Pushes Dalekbot to I20E 

Dalekbot 630 1F I20E I21E I21E Pushed by BluBOTtle to I20E 

Cannon Fodder 530 1F K16E K17E K17E  

Baymax 490 BU A26N B26N B26N Pushed Big Data to C26N. Shoots HBZS#1 

HBZS#1 430 BU A27E A26E A26E Shot by Baymax 

Big Data 420 RT C26N C26E C26E Pushed by Baymax to C26N.  

Robbie 390 LT B27E B27N B27N  

Mario Androidi - L9W L9W L9W Shut down 
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Status Report 
 

Player Robot Location Damage Lives 
Lost 

Archive Flags Registered 

Andy York Dalekbot I21E 7 0 K21 2 

Steve Ham Cannon Fodder K17E 0 0 I2 - 

Bob Pitman HBZS#1 A26E 7 0 D19 1 

Chris Hibbert Mario Androidi L9W 0 0 K2 - 

Bob Gingell Baymax B26N 7 0 A20 1 

Michael Pargman Robbie B27N 0 0 D19 1 

Brendan Whyte BluBOTtle H20S 4 0 D19 1 

Richard Smith Big Data C26E 4 0 B2 - 

 

 
We are using the Sparta map, (http://spacebug.50webs.com/robo/sparta.jpg). For board reference, I shall 
use the letters A – L along the y-axis (North – South) and the numbers 1 – 28 along the x-axis (West – East). 
Cards should go out with this issue, so please send your round one orders next time. A reminder, the 
movement order is as follows 
 Robots move according to the card for the phase. Higher priority cards go first. 
 Express conveyor belts move one square 
 Express conveyor belts move their second movement.  
 Normal Conveyor belts perform their one movement. 
 Pushers push one square if active this phase. 
 Gears turn 90 degrees. 
 Crushers crush if active this phase. 
 Board-mounted AND robot-mounted laser beams damage robots. 
 Checkpoints touched.  
 After the fifth phase, all robots on checkpoints or repair sites are repaired. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Snowball Fighting 5 
 

Round Eight 
 
There were a few errors in the table of last rounds report. The Texas Tornado threw his 2 snowballs in Round 
6 so starts this round with no ammunition. Similarly, Walter Whiteout had 1 snowball at the start of Round 6 
and threw it at the conifer in A, then collected a second snowball in B and threw that in C, so he also starts the 
round without ammunition. Walking in the Air started last round with no ammunition, collected 2 in Phase B 
and threw only one, so starts this round with 1 simple snowball. Players orders were adapted as needed. 

http://spacebug.50webs.com/robo/sparta.jpg
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Phase A: The return of Simon the Snowflake sparked a sudden frenzy of movement in the garden as 
the freshly dressed opponent charged up the garden path, grabbing some snow from the kitchen window on the 
way. Icy Yew stayed under the cover over the conifer branches, while Walking in the Air returned to the 
garden path, nearly bumping into Walter. The Texas Tornado was the only one standing his ground as he 
gathered more snowballs. 
 
Phase B: Walking rolled his snowball into something much bigger while nearby Walter also gathered up 
a dirigible. Simon could barely miss the crouching Walking and did not, sending his opponent on his way to the 
kitchen. The Texas Tornado welcomed back his friend with another close-range snowball that only just hit the 
target. Icy Yew targeted the American with unerring accuracy. 
 
Phase C: Walking in the Air hurtled down the garden path and into the kitchen; he will return at the start 
of round 10. Simon barley got out of the way of his soaked and charging adversary and ran straight into 
Walter’s dirigible. Icy Yew gathered more snowballs, not helped by another accurate throw from his American 
opponent. 
 

Character 
(player) 

Position Ammunition Hit 
Points 

Victory 
Points 

Walking In The Air 
(Arthur Owen) 
 

A. Move K11 – J10 – I9 – J8 
B. J8. Collect 1 dirigible 
C. Move J8-L8-N8-O9-P10-R10-T10-V10-W11  

- 0 6 

Icy Yew 
(Bob Gingell) 
Start:  

A. Move N12 – O11, collect 1 simple snowball 
B. O11. Rattlesnake at Texas Tornado 
C. Collect 2 SS 

2 simple 
snowballs 

5 8 

Walter Whiteout 
(Bob Pitman) 

A. Move (J8) – I8 – G7 – F6 – D6 – E7 - F8 
B. J8. Collect 1 dirigible 
C. J8. Dirigible at nearest (Simon) 

- 3 10 

Simon the Snowflake 
(Richard Smith) 

A. Move Kitchen - M11 - T10 - P10 - N8 
B. N8. Rattlesnake at nearest (Walking) 
C. Move N8 – L8 - J8 - I9, collect 1 simple 

2 simple 
snowballs 

 

6 7 

Texas Tornado 
(Andy York) 

A. P6. Collect 2 simple snowballs 
B. P6. Rattlesnake at nearest (Simon) 
C. P6. Rattlesnake at nearest (Icy) 

- 6 10 

 
Press 
 
Simon the Snowflake: Hubbard said, "to avoid criticism, say nothing, do nothing, be nothing". Pisarev said 
"what can be broken, will be broken". Simon said, "put your hands on your head". 
 
Walking in the Air will return from the Kitchen at the start of round 10. 
 
Rules and map can be downloaded at http://variablepig.org/rules/snowball.html .  
 

* * * * * 
 
 

Sopwith T-365VP 
 

Round Twenty 
 
Another quiet round as the Gossamer Heron eludes to Cameltoe, at least for now. The Ode-Ace-ious One 
has his wheels down as he prepares to land. 

 
Correction: The Gossamer Heron should have taken one damage for flying into a cloud last round 
 
 
 

http://variablepig.org/rules/snowball.html
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Pilot Starts Moves Ends A:D:P 

2 Gossamer Heron 
Chris Hibbert 
Start: A1 

17) N13NW 
18) K10NE 
19) N7NE 
20) J7SE 

17) A – A – A 
18) A – A – A 

19) LT – LT – LT 
20) A – A - A 

17) K10NE 
18) H7NE 
19) J7SE 

20) M10SE 

2:7:4 

3 Cameltoe (ACE) 
John Walker 
Start: A10 

17) A10 
18) D10SW 
19) D7SW 
20) D4SW 

17) Take off A – A – A 
18) RS - RS – RS 

19) RS – RS – RS, fA 
20) RS – A - A 

17) D10SW 
18) D7SW 
19) D4SW 
20) F3SW 

15:12:7 

5 The Ode-ace-ious One 
John Marsden 
Start: S19 

17) K10W 
18) I10E 

19) L12SW 
20) O15SE 

17) RT – RT – RT 
18) RT – RT – LT 

19) A – A – A 
20) A – A – A 

17) I10E 
18) L12SW 
19) O15SE 
20) R18SE 

3:4:12 

1 Avey Ate Her 
Brendan Whyte 
Start: J1 

   Shot down 
turn 15, 6 

points 

4 The Mystery Pilot (ACE) 
Brad Martin 
Start: J19 

   Shot down 
turn 10 

11 points 

6 Red Baron 
Arthur Owen 
Start: S10 

   Shot down 
turn 4 

 

 
 
Rules for this game are available on-line at http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm. 
 

* * * * * 
 

  

 

2 

3 

5 
 

http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm
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on-the-shelf 
vol. XVI, no. 50 4 July 2020                   

Brought to you by Tom Howell: off-the-shelf at olympus.net.  Welcome to on-the-shelf, volume XVI, number 50. 

Sign up list:  Breaking Away: Jim Reader, Richard Smith, Arthur Owen, Chris Hibbert  Need two more. 

My gaming life seems out of balance.  Anime Kat, the gaming store in Port Angeles, is back open, but 

restricted to number of people in the store at any one time, and everyone in the store must be wearing 

a mask.  The only gaming in the store appears to be limited-entry Magic.  The group in Sequim has 

been shut down along with the library, so nothing doing there. 

I’ve got four games with a total of thirteen players going in Variable Pig, and only one game with two 

players in Zargonia.  Since most of you participate in Conrad’s thingy, someone please suggest a game 

(or two) I could run over there; preferably, not a second copy of the four I’m running here.  A little 

more balance would be appreciated.  Thanks! 

So, Dane, please take a look at round two of the WitWiKN? game below, and tell me how your tie-

breaking rule would work in this case.  Curious minds want to know...  Whilst he’s doing that, the rest 

of you lot should make another attempt at guessing: 

Where in the World is Kendo Nagasaki? 

New players welcome anytime.  Game goes 10 rounds, unless won earlier. 

Round 1: 

Bob Gingell Mary Seacole (1805-1881) Sevastopol   (44.583332, 33.516666) 
Steve Guest Richard Osman (1970- ) Baikonur, Kazakhstan (37.616667, 63.316666) 

Chris Hibbert Robert Maynard Pirsig (1928-2017) Balti, Moldova   (47.7667, 27.9167) 

Dane Maslen Michael Balls (1938- ) Pelotas, Brazil   (-31.771944, -52.3425) 

Bob Pitman Sir Edmund Hillary (1919-2008) Aswan, Egypt   (24.088889, 32.899723) 

Jim Reader Paul Zoungrana (1917-2000) Mount Lidgbird,  (-31.55, 159.083328) 

        Lord Howe Island, Australia 

Richard Smith Kevin Bacon (1958- ) Two Egg, Florida, USA (30.852778, -85.076385) 

Martin Walker Taylor Swift (1989- ) Madras, India   (13.083333, 80.266667) 
Brendan Whyte Anne Bancroft (1931-2005) Beverley Hills*, USA (34.081, -118.397919) 

  *  specifically: 607 North Palm Drive 

Public response to player with closest guess:  As have you, I have performed more than one occupation within our 

respective fields. 

Round 2: 

None of you are closer than any of the others to Kendo’s hiding place; and none of you are any farther 

than any of the others.  Some of you might want to diversify the locational part of your guesses. 

Bob Gingell William Shakespeare (1564-1616) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Steve Guest Jared Kushner (1981- ) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Chris Hibbert Donald Roller Wilson (1938- ) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Dane Maslen Red Rum (1965-1995) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Bob Pitman Sebastian Coe (1956- ) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Jim Reader Tang Yin (1470-1524) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Richard Smith Charles Babbage (1791-1871) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Martin Walker David Bowie (1947-2016) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Brendan Whyte Tim the Yowie Man (unknown- ) Yekaterinburg, Russia (56.833333, 60.583333) 

Public response to player with closest guess:  One of you is faster afoot than I; but he's also faster 

afoot than all the rest of you. 
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Round 13   Snakes and Ladders  Just for Richard 

At least one trapdoor was triggered and all but one of you advance...  For round 14, please let me 

know which one of your new rolls you wish to use, and the trapdoor you want set. 

+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
|         | R1 | R2 | R3 | R4 | R5 | R6 | R7 | R8 | R9 | R10 | R11 | R12 | R13 | 
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
| Bob     | 36 |  3 | 29 | 33 | 39 | 59 | 64 | 67 | 81 |  88 |  78 |  84 |  89 | 
| Richard |  3 |  7 | 29 | 34 | 40 | 59 | 63 | 64 | 67 |  73 |  75 |  80 |  81 | 
| John    | 36 | 39 | 45 | 50 | 51 | 48 | 51 | 55 | 56 |  62 |  64 |  69 |  71 | 
| Brendan |  1 |  6 | 29 | 32 | 36 | 59 | 43 | 48 | 51 |  75 |  81 |  67 |  70 | 
| Steve   |  5 |  6 | 10 | 16 | 19 | 51 | 56 | 44 | 29 |  33 |  39 |  59 |  64 | 
| Martin  |  5 | 11 | 12 | 16 | 18 | 51 | 55 | 44 | 45 |  51 |  54 |  59 |  62 | 
| Chris   |  3 |  4 |  9 | 11 | 15 | 51 | 22 | 10 | 16 |  19 |  51 |  55 |  60 | 
| Roger   |  3 |  5 |  6 | 10 | 16 | 51 | 75 | 70 | 75 |  81 |  84 |  67 |  59 | 
| Judy    |  4 |  6 |  9 | 14 | 19 | 19 | 51 | 44 | 49 |  75 |  54 |  44 |  49 | 
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
During turn 13, at least one trapdoor opened. 
 

Round 3   Machi Koro 鎌倆   ( Kamakura ) 

Roger buys a harbor and stocks his new Sushi Bar, which Richard immediately visits, but Richard gets the 

bum’s rush for only paying a third the going rate for sushi.  Steve expands his Flower farm. 

Round Three: 

Player Turn Roll Results Builds 

Steve 3 6 No income Flower Orchard 

Roger 4 2 Roger receives one coin from his bakery; 
Richard receives one coin from his Ranch. 

Harbor 

Richard 4 1 Richard visits Roger’s Sushi Bar, dropping his 
single coin.  All receive a coin from their Wheat 
Fields. 

Wheat Field 

Steve 4 5 Richard receives 1 coin from his Forest. Flower Orchard 

 

Status Table 

Player Coins Buildings Landmarks 

Roger Trethewey 3 Wheat Field, Bakery, Convenience Store, Café, 
Sushi Bar 

City Hall, Harbor 

Richard Smith 1 Wheat Field (2), Bakery, Forest, Ranch, 
Convenience Store 

City Hall 

Steve Ham 0 Wheat Field, Bakery, Corn Field, Flower Orchard (3) City Hall 

Player order for round four will be Roger, Richard, Steve, Roger.  Remember: if you get to your buy phase with no 

coins, your City Hall will give you one. 

I will assume you are rolling a single die (d6) unless you have a Train Station AND tell me you want to roll two dice.  

Otherwise, rules as per the game rulebook.  

The market place shifts from Primary Industry to Secondary Industry and Comestibles.   

For round two, please tell me which establishment you wish to purchase from the following market place: 

Market Place (numbers in parentheses are the quantity on offer), [numbers in brackets are the cost]: 

Café (3) [2] Bakery (1) [1] Sushi Bar (2) [4] Flower Shop (5) [1] Forest (1) [3] 

Soda Bottling Plant 
(1) [5] 

Furniture 
Factory (1) [3] 

Produce Market 
(1) [2] 

Hamburger Stand (1) 
[1] 

Food Warehouse 
 (1) [2] 

 TV Station (2) [7]  Business Center (1) [8]  
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Love Letter – Game 3 – Round One 
Tempest – Round One 
In Hand 1, Bob discovers how treacherous the initial card play can be.  Two Spies are played; two Countesses 

are discarded; and a bunch of Guards go on the Inquisition, only to come up empty handed. 

cardsleft R1 Jim John Richard Bob R2 Jim John Richard Bob 

9 Hand 1 B   (S) Hand 1  to play  OUT 

9 Hand 2  C   Hand 2   to play  

9 Hand 3   G  Hand 3    to play 

9 Hand 4    G Hand 4 to play    

9 Hand 5 G    Hand 5  to play   

9 Hand 6  C   Hand 6   to play  

9 Hand 7   S  Hand 7    to play 

9 Hand 8    H Hand 8 to play    

9 Hand 9 G    Hand 9  to play   

9 Hand 10  G   Hand 10   to play  

9 Hand 11   G  Hand 11    to play 

9 Hand 12    S Hand 12 to play    

9 Hand 13 H    Hand 13  to play   

 Pcs = Princess, C = Countess, K = King, Pr = Prince, H = Handmaid, B = Baron, S = Spy, G = Guard 

Hand 1: Jim plays the Baron against Bob.  Bob's Spy is revealed and he is OUT! 

Hand 2: John plays the Countess. 

Hand 3: Richard plays a Guard against Bob and guesses that he has the Baron - He does not. 

Hand 4: Bob plays a Guard against John and guesses that he has the Handmaid - He does not. 

Hand 5: Jim plays a Guard against Richard and guesses that he has the Prince - He does not. 

Hand 6: John plays the Countess. 
Hand 7: Richard plays a Spy on John and looks at his hand. 

Hand 8: Bob plays a Handmaid. 

Hand 9: Jim plays a Guard against John and guesses that he has the Baron - He does not. 

Hand 10: John plays a Guard against Jim and guesses that he has the Handmaid - He does not. 

Hand 11: Richard plays a Guard against Jim and guesses that he has the Handmaid - He does not. 

Hand 12: Bob plays a Spy on Richard and looks at his hand. 

Hand 13: Jim plays a Handmaid. 

 Handmaids currently protect:  Hand 8: Bob;   Hand 13: Jim. 

 Tokens held: Jim  0,  Richard  0,  John  0,   & Bob  0. 

In My Neighborhood 
Two weeks ago, my nephew, Michael, called to say he and his cousin, Nathaniel, would be coming by to visit.  They 

are planning on staying a week, and their intention is twofold: they want to learn how to run the sawmill, and they 
want to help me with any projects I have going.  The wood I cut last summer was intended for two roof extensions: 

one on the wood shed, the other on the side of the tool shed for some non-enclosed, but covered storage; and a 

replacement firewood jig as the original had collapsed from decay due to exposure.  I hauled the wood for the roof 
projects out of the dry kiln and have been cutting pieces to size and joinery in hopes of those being simply a matter of 

assembly when they are here.  I’ve been doing the same for the firewood jig, but that lumber was only air dried over 

the winter.  Everything is being used rough cut straight off the mill, which requires some adjusting to compensate for 
the usual twisting.  I need to get the jig done so I can convert last summer’s and this summer’s slab wood into fire 

wood.  As for running the mill, I need logs.  I solicited same from the woodworkers’ club membership and one guy 

brought out three 4-foot logs.  Then, a cherry tree up the hill fell over.  It’s ten inches in diameter; I should get two 

nice six foot logs out of the base and some smaller logs farther up the tree.  And, I’ll probably drop a hemlock that’s 

gotten into the house’s solar access.   
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Track  no. 3 

The Celestial Steam Locomotive 
A new and totally different subzine with nothing to do with blancmanges 

richard530smith@btinternet.com 
 

27th June 2020 

 

This issue's picture is nothing cosmic at all, rather a clever piece of street art by David Zinn that makes a 
manhole cover look like a giant Oreo being eaten by a junior bogeyman. 
 
Between issues I've done some RR map designing work: Crets V2 is still on hold but I have created a V2 
South Downs map (and the bonnet is still up on that pending further comments on completion of the two 
games in VP) see https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/southdownswayrr.html for latest. Although it started 
as a joke, I have had a pop at creating an HS2 map (https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/HS2RR_v1.pdf), based 
on the classic London and Liverpool design. I have been quite bold in devising its mechanics, so there is a 
risk that it might suffer from play imbalance. List opened nonetheless (update - see HS2 Addendum). 
 
I have also been looking at some old game rules considering a resurrection or two, and I spotted an 
opportunity to create a topical COVID-19 game based on my old chaos theory game about cancer cells. Of 
course by the time it's finished, the pandemic will be old hat and there will probably be an asteroid hit or 
an alien invasion to replace it. List up and rules at https://variablepig.org/rules/saveourleader.html. The 
rules may or may not be printed in the zine depending on page count (update - they’re in). 
 
Exciting font news! I decided against using the 1.1 line spacing but have extended the use of Cambria 11pt 
so it is the choice for blurb throughout, retaining Tahoma 10pt for tables etc.  
 
I'm still working from home and will continue to do so for a while yet, though I'm getting a bit worried 
about weight gain.  I've put on 4kg since the lockdown and can no longer do up the top button on my size 
36 jeans, having to invest in two pairs of 38s.  I think it's down to a combination of less incidental exercise 
than being in the office, and more snacking (the fridge is just... ...there). This did remind me of a postal game 
in GIT for which you had to guess the weight of the GM (Chris Dickson) just before the release of each issue. 
And no, I'm not going to run it. 
 
OK, I'll sign off now and have a nibble on a waffer thin mint... 
 
Richard 
 

Many street artists started out as taggers. Some still enjoy going out and tagging, as it’s considered 
the purest form of graffiti.  

https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/southdownswayrr.html
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/HS2RR_v1.pdf
https://variablepig.org/rules/saveourleader.html
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King of Tokyo - Round 8 
 

King of Tokyo is a hugely popular tabletop game by Richard Garfield, published 
by Iello Games. F2F rules for the 2016 edition area available from 
http://iellogames.com/downloads/KOT2-rulebook_EN.pdf 
Rules for the postal adaptation https://variablepig.org/rules/kingoftokyo.html 
(3-4 players only. 
 

Rumble Report 

Three out of four bouts resulted in a monster being deposed in Tokyo.  Two more power cards are bought 
and the fact that they are both potential butt-savers is symptomatic of the lower health all round. 

Bout 1: Megakitty rips into Cretosaurus who holds firm, had he left Tokyo MK's Jets card would have been 
a great buy (still likely to be helpful later).  

Bout 2: Cyclops kicks out Cretosaurus and also invests in a card that enables in-Tokyo cures.  

Bout 3: Cretosaurus continues his offensive tactics forcing Megakitty1 to withdraw.  

Bout 4:  Brexitator scores number VPs again and makes a rare foray into Tokyo. Megakitty's burrowing 
ability leaves his rival a nasty little farewell scar.  
 
Turn 8 Bouts Table 

Bout 1 Bout 2 

Megakitty1 rolls 1, 2, C, C, H, H 
Megakitty1 rolls [C, C] 2, C, E, H 
Megakitty1 rolls [C, C, C] C, E, E 
Megakitty1 inflicts 4 damage on Cretosaurus who 
remains in Tokyo  
Megakitty1 buys Jets for 5E (no damage when 
ousted from Tokyo) 

Cyclops rolls 1, 2, 3, 3, C, C 
Cyclops rolls [3, 3] 1, 1, E, E 
Cyclops rolls [3, 3] 3, C, C, E 
Cyclops gets 3VPs from the 3 3s 
Cyclops inflicts 2 damage on Cretosaurus who yields 
Tokyo! +1VP 
Cyclops buys Rapid Healing for 3E and spends 2E to 
gain 1H 

Bout 3 Bout 4 

Cretosaurus rolls 1, 3, C, C, C, H 
Cretosaurus rolls [C, C, C, H] C, H 
Cretosaurus inflicts 4 damage on Megakitty1 who 
yields Tokyo! +1VP 
Cretosaurus heals 2 points 
 

Brexitator rolls 1, E, E, E, E, H 
Brexitator rolls 2, 2, 3, C, E, H 
Brexitator rolls: [2, 2] 2, C, C, E 
Brexitator gets 2VPs for the 3 2s 
Brexitator inflicts 2 damage on Megakitty1 who yields 
Tokyo! +1VP (Brexitator -1H from Burrowing) 

 
Status Table (italic monster in Tokyo, bold turn is next up) 

Turn Bout 1 V H E Bout 2 V H E Bout 3 V H E Bout 4 V H E 

1, 5,  
9, 13 

Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

9 3 1 Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: Media 
Friendly 

1 1 3 Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: Battery 
Monster (4 left) 

3 5 3 Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: Solar 
Powered 

7 4 1 

2, 6,  
10, 14 

Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: None 

2 6 4 Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

8 5 1 Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: Armor 
Plating 

1 5 0 Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: Energy 
Hoarder 

1 7 7 

3, 7, 
11, 15 

Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: None 

2 9 4 Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: None 

3 4 0 Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

7 7 1 Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: 
Burrowing 

1 5 0 

4, 8,  
12, 16 

Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: Jets 

0 9 0 Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: Rapid 
Healing 

4 6 0 Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: None 

1 8 2 Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

7 6 1 

http://iellogames.com/downloads/KOT2-rulebook_EN.pdf
https://variablepig.org/rules/kingoftokyo.html
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Card Descriptions [Owned by Monsters] 

Name Type Cost Description 

Armor Plating Keep 4 No damage when taking exactly 1 damage 

Battery Monster Keep 3 6E in reserve, move 2 into bank before turn  

Energy Hoarder Keep 3 get 1V for every 6E in bank at end of turn 

Media Friendly Keep 2 +1E when buying cards 

Solar Powered Keep 2 +1E if no E at end of turn 

Burrowing Keep 5 +1C on roll when in Tokyo, when yielding new monster gets -1H 

Jets Keep 5 No damage when yielding Tokyo 

Rapid Healing Keep 3 Spend 2E any time to get 1H 

 

Turn 9 Bout 1:  

Brexitator (John) to play. Cretosaurus (Jim) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Tank Discard 4 +4VP -3H 

2 Alien Origin Keep 3 Power cards cost 1E less to buy 

3 Even Bigger Keep 4 +2H when card bought, can have up to 12H as long as card owned 

4 Energy Hoarder Keep 3 Gain 1 VP for every 6E in hand at end of turn 

5 Acid Attack Keep 6 Add 1C to roll 

6 Poison Quills Keep 3 +2C if 222 or better in numbers 

 

Turn 9 Bout 2: 

Megakitty1 (Bob) to play. Cyclops (Kevin) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Extra Head Keep 7 You get 1 extra die 

2 Spiked Tail Keep 5 If you roll at least 1C add 1C to your roll 

3 Made In A Lab Keep 2 Can buy cards from reserve 

4 Energy Drink Keep 3 Spend 1E to get extra dice roll 

5  Flame Thrower Discard 3 All other monsters -2H 

6 Jet Fighters Discard 5 +5VP -4H 

 

Turn 9 Bout 3: 

Cyclops (Kevin) to play. Cretosaurus (Jim) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Shrink Ray Keep 6 Give 1 Shrink Ray token to each monster you wound. At the 
beginning of their turn monsters roll 1 die less for each token. 
Rolled Hs may be used to remove tokens instead of damage. 

2 Commuter Train Discard 4 +2VP 

3 Giant Brain Keep 5 1 extra dice roll per turn 

4 Heal Discard 3 +2H  

5 Camouflage Keep 3 Roll die for each H lost, if H rolled do not lose that H 

6 Evacuation Orders Discard 7 All rival monsters lose 5VP 

 

Turn 9 Bout 4:  

Cretosauraus (Jim) to play. Brexitator (John is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 It Has A Child Keep 7 If you lose all H, lose all VPs and restart on 10H outside Tokyo 

2 We're Only Making 
It Stronger 

Keep 3 When you lose 2H or more gain 1E 

3 Frenzy Discard 7 Take another turn after this one 

4 Gourmet Keep 4 2VPs when you roll 111 or better 

5 Rapid Healing Keep 3 Spend 2E any time to gain 1H 

6 Gas Refinery Discard 6 +2VP all other monsters -3H 
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Fragments Movie Madness - THE END 
 

And so for the next 17 minutes you have to watch the end credits just in 
case there's a bonus scene giving a teaser for the next in the series. Will I 
run this again or something different such as the original history version? 
Comments on the game and possible sequel welcome from all.  
 
On the final round, the leader (Bob G) cracked #10 and #12 to set a 
daunting total of 73. John got #9 and #10 to bag 55, Bob P got #8 for 43 
and Chris #5 and #7 for 32. Brendan retired to the theatre.  

 

Congratulations to Bob Gingell who wins a director's chair made from dark matter. 
 
Final Scoreboard: 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 Total A/T/Y 

Bob Gingell 6 7 7  8 7 8 7 8 7  8 73 14 

John Walker 5 7 8  7 7  7 7 7   55 14 

Bob Pitman 7 6 7 5 6 6  6     43 14 

Chris Hibbert  6 7  5 7 7      32 14 

Brendan Whyte 4 5 6          15 13 

 
Answers: 

No Type Year(s) Clue Answer Notes 

1 Crossword 2018 Prehistoric lame yarn spun by Park 
 

Early Man Spun is the anagrind. 
The whole clue is the 
definition (semi &lit) 

2 Cougar 
Town 

1976 & 
2007 

York and Agutter enter a marathon 
to escape premature death at the 
hands of an overweight jilter 

Logan's Run 
Fatboy Run 
 

Michael York and Jenny 
Agutter are the stars of 
Logan's Run 

3e Mouse of 
Games 

2001  Lara Croft plunders hair grooming 
products from Boots 
 

Comb Raider Any of the various titles 
are acceptable answers 
with C for T.  

4h Sound 
Charade 

2019 I think Dracula is depressed as all he 
does is mope around in his crypt 
 

Countdown The movie is about a 
phone app that tells you 
when you're going to die. 

5 Cougar 
Town 

2004 & 
1989 

A fat cartoon cat gets to play catch 
with his dead father 

Garfield of 
Dreams 

May not be a 100% valid 
Cougar Town? 

6e Mouse of 
Games 

1980 Dickie Bird metes out vengeance 
on the cricketers who abused him 

The Umpire 
Strikes Back 

Title omits the "Star 
Wars" prefix 

7 Sound 
Charade 

2012 I see there is a large 
cumulonimbus just outside 
Brighton 

Cloud Atlas A "whole thing" mime 

8 Crossword 2018 Bouncer and pianist feature in 
novel printed on recycled papers 

Green Book Cryptic definition 

9 Cougar 
Town 

2016 & 
1975 

Criminal in a mental institution 
joins the Rebel Alliance to steal the 
Death Star plans 

Rogue One 
Flew Over The 
Cuckoo's Nest 

Rogue One title omits 
the "A Star War Story" 
part 

10 Mouse of 
Games 

1979 Army officer serving in Vietnam is 
tasked with assassinating a bovine 
who sees herself as a goddess 

Apocalypse 
Cow 

Submitting the clue text 
to Bing the movie is the 
first result, not so Google 

11h Crossword 1956 Blended paint for redeveloped 
comic store 

Forbidden 
Planet 

Redeveloped is the 
anagrind 

12 Mouse of 
Games 

1998 Playwright meets his muse on the 
south coast near Brighton 

Shakespeare in 
Hove 

Hove is a seaside resort 
connected to Brighton 

* Fragments marked e or h were intended to be easy / hard, rest average 
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Golden Strider Tarnished V2 - ROUND 2 
 

The revised (much simpler) rules were printed in Variable Pig 177 and are available on the Variable Pig 
website at https://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html#tarnished 
 
Arthur Owen, Jim Reader, Steve Ham, John Walker and Bob Gingell are our athlete managers each of whom 
has two runners in this race which is 64 squares long. 
 

P S Runner 

1= 8 Ann Droid 

1= 8 Will Do 

3= 7 Nutkin 

3= 7 Al Berto 

5= 6 Glen Buterol 

5= 6 Stan Ozolol 

5= 6 Mr. Jones 

5= 6 S A Lazar 

9= 5 Mr. Smith 

9= 5 Twitchy 

 
 

Position 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th+ 

Bonus 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 

 

With 10 runners the bonuses are as shown above. So this time the back markers (Twitchy and Smith) are 
out of luck and also face the prospect of overtaking penalties. Droid and Do didn't get bonuses either but 
can't incur penalties (yet).  
 
 

Railway Rivals South Downs Way (RR2346SDW) - Round 9  
 

Race 9 was an easy one for GREEN allowing the tourists plenty of time 
to explore Alice Holt Forest https://www.forestryengland.uk/alice-
holt-forest.  In race 12, GREEN's route covered three beauty spots to 
GODOWN's one, the latter coming in first.   

For race 15, both entrants had to divert via Beacon Hill 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beacon_Hill,_Warnford) to keep the 
tourists happy. I don't think companies should pay twice for using line 
the in event of a double back so I only charged FBR 3. 

Race 16 was another chugover for GREEN with a double stop and Iping and Woolbedding Commons. Race 
17 saw a JR between FBR and BLACK finish comfortably ahead of GODOWN resulting in a 3-way share of 
the spoils. Race 18 saw a visit to the Queen Elizabeth Country Park (following on from a stop at Glorious 
Goodwood in the last race) and a long AOT from FBR. 
 
Race 19 was a photo finish between GREEN and GODOWN, the latter finishing one pip ahead, whilst those 
tourists with time on their hands enjoyed the ride with FBR. Race 20 saw another close one with some 
good early rolls for BLACK leaving both entrants needing a 4 on dice 9.  And finally, race 21 was another 
uncontested win for GREEN who has a big lead at the halfway stage. 
 
Notes: Following the completion of the game in WIMM? ahead of the two in VP, work has started on a V2 
map. See https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/southdownswayrr.html 

https://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html#tarnished
https://www.forestryengland.uk/alice-holt-forest
https://www.forestryengland.uk/alice-holt-forest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beacon_Hill,_Warnford
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/southdownswayrr.html
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GREEN 
Brad Martin 

Blue 

FBR 
Jim Reader 

Red 

BLACK  
Roger Trethewey 

Black 

GODOWN 
Bob Gingell 

Purple 

9) Droxford (25) - Farnham (Sp3) 20 [27] 
 

   

12) Chawton (31) - Petworth (51) 10 [28] 
+3 

  20 [26] 
-3 

15) Hambledon (26) - Southampton 
(Sp1) 

10 [17] 
-4 +3 

20 [16] 
-3 +4 

  
 

16) West Meon (23) - Milland (36) 
 

20 [15]    

17) Ringmer (62) - Bognor & 
Chichester (Sp4) 

 10 [46 JR] 

-1 
10 [46 JR] 

+4 
10 [50] 

-4 +1 

18) Winchester (12) - Storrington 
(52) 

 20 [40]   

19) Selborne (32) - Singleton (45) 
 

10 [20] 
-3 

0 [39]  20 [19] 

+3 

20) Steyning (54) - Eastbourne (65) 
 

  
+3 

20 [32] 
-3 

10 [29] 

21) Twyford (15) - Northchapel (42) 20 [28]    

 

Last Turn 206 96 59 156 

Points from Races 99 53 31 57 

Builds -8 
-1 -1 +2 

-7 
+1 +1 -2 -2 

-8 
+2 -1 

-8 
+1 -1 +1 

Points Total 297 140 83 206 

 
Builds: 
BLACK: (Milland) --- W10 --- T11 - S11 - R11 [-1 GODOWN] 
FBR: (B38) - - - B35 - A35 [-1 BLACK, -1 GREEN]; (B35) - C35 [-1 BLACK, -1 GREEN] 
GREEN: (G41) --- H41 --- K43 - J42 [-1 GODOWN] - K43 [-1 FBR] 
GODOWN: (P12) --- O13 --- O14 - N14 - N15 (Sp2) [-1 FBR] 
 

A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2346SDW.jpg 
 

The fourth set of races is: 

22) Bognor & Chichester (Sp4) - Upham (16) 23) Crawley (Sp6) - Eastbourne (65)   
24) Wickham (22) - South Harting (35)  25) Fulking (55) - Itchen Abbas (13)   
26) Milland (36) - Findon (53)    27) Hambledon (26) - Midhurst (43)   
28) Singleton (45) - Ringmer (62)   

Enter up to 4 of the new races and build up to 6 points of track. 
 
 

Railway Rivals Xanth 2.0 (RR2375XA2) - Round 8   
 

Race 8 has held over because nobody could see the Isle of View. Race 9 
was an even run between BREXIT and DST, the latter losing by 1 hex after 
not choosing the shortest route. Race 10 was a gimme for GREEN. 

Race 11 attracted all 4 companies with The Gap and Region of Madness 
both being traversed. GREEN started with a 5 (avoiding the RoM) as did 
GOBLIN. But on the third roll, BREXIT and GREEN both finished over The 
Gap. BREXIT repelled the dragon with a spell but GREEN's train was 
eaten. GOBLIN came in first, BREXIT second and DST well back. 

https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2346SDW.jpg
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Race 12 was a three-way sprint won by DST, then race 13 was another four-company blast over The Gap, 
and despite still having coal on its teeth from race 11, the dragon was back for more and GOBLIN and 
BREXIT both having to resort to magic to complete the race, which ended in a 3-way tie. No sign of the 
dragon for race 13 which was comfortably won by BREXIT at the cost of an Elemental Protection spell. 

Corrections: GOBLIN should have received 2 +8s from the build phase (penalty from DST and 4 * gold 
coast) but was only given one. This was corrected in the online zine and the carried forward total of 104 
includes the missing points. 

Questions: Steve asked if you could buy replacement spells conditionally, and I decided the special rules 
are complicated enough, so no. I asked myself what happens if two players enter a virgin hex on the Gold 
Coast at the same time (which could well have happened this round). I'll go for 1.5 each (or 1 each for 3 
or more companies). FAQ page updated. 

All questions so far are summarised in a FAQ at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/xanthrr.html 
 

 

DST 
Arthur Owen 

Red 
DR=1 EP=0 MP=0 

GREEN 
Roger Trethewey 

Green 
DR=0 EP=0 MP=0 

GOBLIN  
Steve Guest 

Orange 
DR=1 EP=1 MP=1 

BREXIT 
Michael Pargman  

Blue 
DR=1 EP=2 MP=3 

8) Ivory Tower (65) - Isle of 
View (Sp4) 

Race not possible - held over 

9) Castle Zombie (51) - Nymphs 
(64) 

10 [15] 
-2 +3 

  
+2 

20 [15] 

-3 

10) Gap Village (36) - Isle of 
Illusion (Sp3) 

 20   

11) Gateway Castle (55) - Flies 
(34)  [Mad OK] [Gap G+B] 

0 [19] 

-2 +3 +1 
TRAIN EATEN [14] 

-1 +2 
20 [13] 
+2 -3 

10 [13 +DR] 
-2 

12) North Village (24) - Ogres 
(15)  

20 [6] 

+1 
5 [6] 

-1 
5 [6] 

 
 

13) Tall Hassle (13) - Good 
Magician (44) [Gap O+B] 

0 [24] 
-1 +3 +2 

10 [23] 
+1 +3 -2 

10 [22 +DR] 
-3 -4(buy 1EP) 

10 [22 +DR] 
-3 -2 +2 

14) Castle Roogna (45) - 
Griffins (23) [Gap all OK] 

  10 [16] 
 

20 [13 +EP] 
 

 

Last Turn 26 114 104 95 

Points from Races 38 37 39 62 

Builds -8 (+1 +1) 
-11 -1 +5 +2 

-8 
+1 +1 -5 -2 

-8 (+2 +2) 
+11 -6 -1 -1 

-8 
+6 +1 -1 

Points Total 53 138 139 155 

 
Builds: 
DST: (Castle Roogna) - R19 - - Faux Pass; (Ivory Tower) - Z31(+1) - Z32(+1) [-11 GOBLIN] - - - W34 [-1 BREXIT]  
GREEN: (R20) - - P19 - - Faux Pass [-5 DST]; (P19) - Castle Roogna [-2 DST]; (R6) --- Birds 
GOBLIN: (Ivory Tower) - Z31(+2) - Z32(+2) - - X33; (U21) - - Magic Dust Village - R22 [-6 BREXIT, -1 GREEN] - 
Q22 [-1 BREXIT] 
BREXIT: (U21) - - Magic Dust Village - R22 [-1 GREEN]; (O13) - - O15; (L18) --- K19 (Isle of View) 
 

A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2375XA2.jpg 
 

The third set of races is: 

15) Elves (32) - Black Village (12)  16) Faux Pass (41) - Fauns (63) 
17) Troll Bridge (14) - Mount Parnassus (62) 18. Magic Dust Village (52) - Birds (22) 
19) Castle Roogna (46) - Peace (35)  20) South Village (53) - Mundania (Sp1) 
21) Fen Village (21) - Centaur Isle (Sp6) 
 

Enter up to 4 of the new races, plus the held over race 8, and build up to 6 points of track. 

https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/xanthrr.html
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2375XA2.jpg
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Railway Rivals Xanth 2.0 (RR2390XA2) - Round 6   
 

BADPUN nabbed three towns in the northwest and was the first 
to connect to a special (Mundania, others not connected).  
 
Meanwhile, STORK NAKED turned to the east and braved the 
elements (buying two protection spells from the Magician) 
taking Birds and Fen Village from under BIEN's nose. 
 
Dead Forest and Ogres remain unconnected buy neither is in the 
first set of races. 

 
A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2390XA2.jpg 

All questions so far are summarised in a FAQ at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/xanthrr.html.  
 
BIEN 6a. [3] (I5) --- H4 
Christian Bien 6b. [6] (H4) - - F3 - - Black Village; (T23) - T24 - U25 

Orange 6c. [5] (U25) - U26 - V26 - Fauns; (L17) - L18; (R5) - Fen Village 
 BANK: 47 +1(BADPUN, T21) +3(STORK, U19) -2(BADPUN, E4) -1(BADPUN, T25)           

-1(STORK, U25) = 47 
 
STORK NAKED 6a. [4] (North Village) - - - Q8 
Jim Reader 6b. [6] (Q8) - - BIRDS - Q5 --- FEN VILLAGE 
Green 6c. [5] (Q8) - Griffins; (N12) - Centaurs; (Y31) - - Y33; (Good Magician, buy 2 Elemental 

Protection Spells) - U19. 
EP=3;MP=1 BANK: 44 +6 +6 -8(Spells) -3(BIEN, U19) -1(BADPUN, Y33) +1(BIEN, U25) = 45 
 
BADPUN 6a. [3] (G5) - F4; (G5) - - TALL HASSLE; 
Bob Gingell 6b. [6] (F4) - E4 - BLACK VILLAGE; (E4) - - - ISTHMUS VILLAGE - A3 
Black 6c. [5] (U21) - T21 [-1 BIEN]; (Faux Pass) - O18 - - Castle Roogna; (W25) - Fauns 
EP=2;MP=3;DR=1 BANK: 71 +6 +6 +6 -1(BIEN, T21) +1(STORK, Y33) +2(BIEN, E4) +1(BIEN, T25) = 92 

 

The first set of races is: 

1) Mount Rushmost (61) - Good Magician (43) 2) Dead Forest (54) - Black Village (12) 
3) Faux Pass (41) - Tall Hassle (13)  4) Ivory Tower (65) - Vortex (56)  
5) Fen Village (21) - Peace (35)   6) Isle of Illusion (Sp3) - North Village (24) 
7) Flies - Mundania (Sp1) (34)   
 

Enter up to 4 races and build up to 10 points of track 
 
 

Railway Rivals - Bolivia (RR2406BO) - Round 3  
 

Another round of relatively untroubled expansion sees EVO head north, 
GREEN north and east, CHE south and MONOPOL grow in all directions. 
MONOPOL did shell out a few Bolivianos for some cross-Andes track this 
time. 
   
A map showing the latest builds is available at 
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2406BO.jpg 

 
EVO 3a. [6] (J15) - - - - N13 - SANTA ANA DEL YACUMA; (L14) - L13 
Brad Martin 3b. [2] (L13) - - L11 
Blue 3c. [6] (L11) - - - - L7 - M7 - RIBERALTA  
 BANK: 52 +6 +6 +1(CHE, J26) = 65 

https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2390XA2.jpg
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/xanthrr.html
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2406BO.jpg
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MONOPOL 3a. [6] (Tarija) - - - VILLAZON; (Sucre) --- O30 
Jim Reader 3b. [2] (O30) - N29; (V29) - V28 
Yellow 3c. [6] (N29) --- M29 --- M28 
 BANK: 45 +6 +1(CHE, N29) = 52 
 

GREEN 3a. [6] (S16) - - S14 - MAGDALENA;  (Montero) - X24 
Roger Trethewey 3b. [2] (X24) - - Z25 
Green 3c. [6] (Z25) - - - C70 - D69 - SAN JOSE DE CHIQUITOS; (W30) - W31  
 BANK: 34 + 6 + 6 = 46 
  
CHE 3a. [6] (M33) - L33 - L34 - UYUNI; (L34) - L35 - - N36 
Bob Gingell 3b. [2] (O26) - O27; (N36) - O37 
Red 3c. [6] (O37) - - - Villazon; (L27) - - J26 (M30) - N29  
 BANK: 27 +6 -1(EVO, J26) -1(MONOPOL, N29) = 31 
 

Rolls for Round 4:  3a) 5   3b) 5   3c) 6 
 

FILLER SUDOKUS - ANSWERS 
 
For the answers to the extra-hard sudokus, check out the original "Cracking The Cryptic" YouTube vids: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAyZ9K2EBF0 and  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myGqOF6blPI  
They are more watchable than you might expect a video of a geek solving a puzzle to be.  
 
Comments 
 

Chris Hibbert: Yep, he solved them mostly the way I remember, though I do paper & pen and pencil. He 
gets a fair amount of mileage from being able to record two different kinds of constraints: both "an X can 
only be in one of these cells" and "this cell must contain one of L, M, or N". My habitual approach only 
records the latter routinely. I should figure out a way to say both in the same square. I already transcribe 
the newspaper sudokus into a larger grid (the daily newspaper only has hard puzzles on Thursday and 
Friday, and I want to do them on the weekend, and want to give the paper to my S. O. when I'm done), so I 
should be able to make room.  
 
Roger Trethewey:  I am now very deflated. I thought I was master of the killer variety, and especially the 
zero killer ones. But I have got stumped with your latest offerings. With the second one I decided to start 
bottom left and work round anticlockwise, which worked nicely until I got to top right, so I started again, 
and again. With the first one I suspected that the same numbers would be repeated in different order on 
different lines, but couldn't get any further.  
 

SPACEFILLER QUIZ - ANSWERS 
 

1.        Simpsons (BW, CH, JW) 
2.        Super Mario Bros (Mario and Luigi) (BW) 
3.        Batman 
4.        Tintin (BW) 
5.        Dexter’s Lab 
6.        Wallace and Gromit 
7.        Family Guy (JW, CH) 
8.        Tom and Jerry 
9.        Toy Story (Buzz and Woody) 
10.      The Flintstones (BW, CH) 

11.      Deadpool 
12.      Minions (BW) 
13.      South Park (BW, CH, JW) 
14.      Pinky and the Brain 
15.      Futurama (JW) 
16.      Danger Mouse 
17.      Mickey and Minnie Mouse 
18.      Bugs Bunny 
19.      Star Wars (BW, CH) 
20.      Star Trek (BW, CH) 

 
Scores: Brendan Whyte: 8; Chris Hibbert: 6; John Walker: 4.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAyZ9K2EBF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myGqOF6blPI
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SAVE OUR LEADER! - RULES 
 

A game for 2 players (or multiples of 2) based on "chaos 
theory" and GM'd by computer simulation.  
 
By Richard Smith 2020. 
 
In April 2020, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson was very ill 
in hospital with COVID-19. It was the virus versus the NHS 
and the good guys won! Huzzah! 
 
In this medically inaccurate but mathematically interesting 
simulation, one or more (male) world leaders are stricken 
by a deadly virus and the doctors must save them. 

 
Overview 

There are two players per leader - one taking the role of the virus and one the doctor. Where two or more 
leaders are stricken it is possible for doctors to glean information from reports of the other cases. The 
virus somehow can do the same, much to the bafflement of scientists. 
 
The virus is attempting to infest different parts of the host's body whilst the doctor is attempting to fight 
the infection with antibody cells. By a pure coincidence there are three types of virus cells (black, green 
and yellow) and three types of antibody cells (red, white and blue). 
 
There are 6 locations which can be infested: The brain, heart, lungs, liver, colon and testes. 
 
At the end of the game, each location is checked to see if the virus has the majority of cells. If the virus has 
the majority in more locations than the antibodies, the leader dies. If the reverse is true, he lives. In the 
event of a tie the total number of cells in the body of each side are tallied to see if he lives or dies. 
 
The game runs over 5 turns and orders work as follows: 
 
1. Placement 

1.1. On turn 1 you have 10 cells of each of your side's three colours to deploy. On turn 2, you place 20 of 
each, turn 3 30, turn 4 40 and for turn 5 it's 50. 
 
1.2. The cells of each colour can all be sent to the same location, or split between two locations. 
 
Example 1: 10 reds to the brain, 10 whites to the liver and 10 blues to the colon. 
Example 2: 10 reds and 5 blues to the brain, 10 whites to the colon, and 5 blues to the testes. 
 
1.3. Orders may also include the destruction of any of your own cells (any number in any combination of 
locations). 
 
2. Stimulation 

2.1. Both players have 6 Stimulation cards that can be played over the course of the game. Stimulation 
cards are played after cell placement but before interactions. 
 
2.2. Each card is played on one location, and this has the effect of doubling the number of cell interactions 
at that location. Stimulation cards played on the same location are cumulative. 
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3. Interactions 

3.1. After cell placement and possible stimulation, 500 (or 1000 with one stimulate card, 2000 with two 
etc.) interactions take place in each location - a random cell meets another random cell. The possibilities 
for each interaction are: 
 
a) Nothing happens 
b) One of the cells is destroyed 
c) A new cell of a different colour is created 
 
3.2. Whilst in general enemy cells will fight each other, odd effects can happen with different cell 
combinations. It's chaos theory, just like when a butterfly farting in Mongolia causes it to rain during your 
barbecue. 
 
4. Specials 

4.1. These take effect after the interactions are completed. 
 
4.2. The doctor has a single Castration card that can be played one per game, but not on the first two 
rounds. This removes the leader's testicles in an attempt to save his life. Any cells in the removed 
testicles die. 
 
4.3. The virus has one Grow a Pair card which also cannot be played on the first two rounds. This has the 
effect of cloning the leader's testicles with the cells they currently have. 
 
4.4. The new pair will be a 7th location called Testes2 and will be able to receive cells in subsequent 
rounds, however... 
 
4.5. If both cards are played in the same round, they cancel out (the new pair appears in place of the 
surgically removed originals instead of elsewhere on the body, so no new location is created). 
 
4.6. If the doctor plays the Castrate card on a leader that had already grown an extra pair, only one 
(nominated) pair will be removed unless the player burns an unused stimulation card. 
 
4.7. If the virus plays the Grow a Pair card on a leader who was castrated in a previous round, only one 
new pair will be grown unless the player burns an unused stimulation card. 
 
5. Other 

5.1. Conditional orders are not allowed in this game 
 
5.2. In the event of no orders being received, no stimulation or special cards are played and the new cells 
of each colour are sent to a random location (all of each colour to one location). 
 
5.3. The turn report consists of a status table and some commentary but no other information. 
 
5.4. The computer program is written in JavaScript and code won't be made available until after the game 
has finished. Thereafter any GM's wishing to run the game will of course have to amend the interaction 
rules. 
 

 Brain Heart Lungs Liver Colon Testes 

Red 10 0 0 0 0 0 

White 0 10 0 0 0 0 

Blue 0 0 10 0 0 0 

Black 0 0 0 10 0 0 

Green 0 0 0 0 10 0 

Yellow 0 0 0 0 0 10 
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HS2 Addendum 
The map on the VP website at the time of publication is a cut-throat private sector game, but with Boris’s 
new “Build Build Build” initiative, it looks like a publicly funded HS2 game would be more topical. This 
matches a suggestion from Bob Gingell received just before publication. If I get a lot of takers on the waiting 
list I will run both the current map and a “free track” version. 
 
Hi Richard. I had some further thoughts on your proposed HS2 map, prompted by thinking of how other 
maps and games have worked. 
 
One option is to have HS2 track usable by all players, either free or at half cost. The Heidelberg RR map has 
the Fernbahn already built, and that could work on this map. I would suggest that for this the players should 
all start at the edges as per standard Map B starts, so build their own track normally. The State would then 
build HS2 on the designated hexes irrespective of where ordinary track has been built, but with access for 
races only at the designated stations. Although the HS2 track would only be built at the end of Round 6, it is 
simpler to have it pre-printed on the map since it would take effect only for Operating Rounds. 
 
An alternative to Round 6 implementation would be Round 9 implementation (on the lines of the Antarctica 
map geographical changes). So the first set of races would be only using normal track and the second set 
would add in HS2. Effectively some track would be upgraded if HS2 were built on top, but if there were to be 
payment to the State then the rules could allow either the old or the new track to be used. In any event 
changing track should only be at stations. 
 
I did think of how Ticket to Ride Japan dealt with the bullet trains, where players built the track and earned 
points from building it, but all players could use it for free. That could also work, but the allocation of points 
would need more thought.  
 
To fit the historical development of railways I quite like the idea of Round 9 implementation, and current 
plans do see HS2 as built by State money rather than by private finance. The key decision is whether the 
operating companies should pay to use it, and how much. Should it be treated similar to ferries or foreign 
track? There might be a case for adding a pip for changing track from normal to HS2. 
 
 

 

ISSUE 36           HERE BE DRAGONS 

 

House of Games 

 

I only got one entry, so I declare Richard the winner. Okay maybe not, I'm not sure if it was too 

difficult, or people just didn't fancy it, so I'll keep it open one more issue. I'll give a clue, in that the 

Answer Smash game does not mirror the TV equivalent. There is a connection but as I say different to 

the TV version. You just need to provide four answers. Here they are again: 
 

Answer Smash 

1a Fish that has a colourful dorsal fin 

1b Landscape artist who painted the Hay Wain 

2a Ian Botham, what a guy 

2b Ana Matronic was a member of this group 

3a Barbie loves Ken 

3b Yahoo's are obsessed with pretty stones 

4a Suzi Quattro had a hit with Can the Can 

4b Ada Lovelace can be considered to be one of the first computer programmers 
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Broken Karaoke 

Name the four songs from the initials. Internet research is allowed. 

G M M 

C I H Y S 

S T 

A U F F 

 

I H H A 

I T I I M B H I I W O W T 

A T H I A A L P T B 

H T T F I R T B I A S 

 

T I A H I N O 

T C T R S 

A I B T R O M A P B 

A G I K I O 

 

I G P U T P 

A B A L H 

I T G W W C K I D 

M T W H T M 

 

Postal Golf 1.2 – I am also having to hold over this game. Approach shot orders are needed from Ian, 

Howard and Arthur for the par 3 holes. Here is the latest report and relevant rule sections. 
 

Leader-board after 6 holes: 

Allan 24, Ian 24, Howard 26, Arthur 28 

 

Here are the par 3 holes: 

Hole 8. Short – 175yds – Par 3 

Description The first of only two Par 3 holes and, as its name suggests, the shortest hole on The Old 

Course. Its large green is partly obscured by a ridge. The varying winds can make this hole a lot harder 

than you would expect 

Approach (-20 to +20) Along with their approach selection, players order a head or tail wind of up to 

10 yards (e.g. Tail 5). These wind predictions are totalled. Each player’s approach will be adjusted 

using this total. 

Hole 11. High(in) – 179yds – Par 3 

Description The second shortest, and second Par 3 hole on the course. Beware the Strath Bunker in 

front of the green, as landing in there could be costly.  

Approach (-20 to +20) The closest approach selection(s) land in the Strath Bunker. The escape lands 

15 yards away from the hole. 

Approach orders are now needed for holes 8 and 11. Here is rules section. 

Approach = aiming for the green/pin. This is the first shot for par 3 holes. 

Players state how close they want to be to the pin to the nearest foot, this will normally be in a range, 

short of or past the pin (e.g -20 to +20 yards) 

The GM will list results. 
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6-2-1 – I've gone for the hattrick, I have had to hold this game over also. I need orders from Howard. 

Here is the last turns report and rules. 
 

Howard can’t lose can he, and goes all out for the win (6)?, Allan spots this instantly and with a 

moment of brilliance executes a perfectly timed (Kata-Sukashi), of his own. The crowd go wild, what 

a match. 

Can Howard last the next move, until he will have enough time for a tactical rethink? 

 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 AS 7 HB 

 

Rules – Tactical Sumo 
  

This game is based on Tony Reeves’ Sumo, with the tactical options added by myself. All Japanese 

speakers please excuse my translation interpretations. 

The game is for two players and normally lasts for 6 turns. 

The ring is represented by a linear track seventeen spaces long. 

A counter is placed on the central space of the track at the start of the bout and is moved left or right 

depending on the outcome of each round. 

If the counter is pushed beyond the end of the track then the bout is over as one contestant has pushed 

their opponent out of the ring. 

Each player begins the game with 6 cards values 1 to 6 inclusive. 

Players simultaneously reveal their choice of card. 

If the cards are equal no movement occurs. 

The player selecting the larger value card pushes the token a number of spaces equal to the 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the 2 card values MULTIPLIED BY THE LOWER of the 2 values. 

E.g. Higher card = 6   Lower card = 4   Movement (6-4)*4=8 

The greatest movement possible when playing number cards is 9 spaces, so it is possible to win on the 

first turn. A player would need to play a 6 and his opponent a 3 in order to achieve this. 

Players may opt to swap up to 2 of their number cards for the following tactical cards. 
  

1 Yori (body push) – The player advances 1 space 

2 Gino-Sho (Fighting technique) – No movement occurs 

3 Nodo Wa (Thrust to throat/a risky strategy) – The opposite side of the dice to your opponent’s 

number is played. i.e. 1/6, 2/5 & 3/4 (This card will have no effect against Yori, Gino-Sho or Kata-

Sukashi) 

4 Kata-Sukashi (Dodging) – Track positions are reversed 

5 Kanto (Fighting spirit) – The last card you played is repeated. 

6 Sumo master – this card acts as a joker and can be played as any of the 5 tactic cards. 
  

Players opting for tactics swap the numbers representing the tactic. E.g. Number 1 must be swapped 

for Yori. 

If 2 tactical cards are played on the same turn the lower value is processed first. Sumo master assumes 

the value of the card it represents. 

A player wins the bout by pushing the counter off the end of the track (Oshi dashi) 

NMR 

In addition to selecting their own card in each round of Sumo players may also indicate a preferred 

card from their opponent’s hand to be played in the event of a NMR. Be careful when selecting a card 

as a tactical card may be played. Conditional orders are allowed.  

We are playing the Oshi Dashi variant where the winner is determined by the first player to push his 

opponent out of the ring. The numbers will be refreshed after 5 turns, then 11, 17 etc. When numbers 

are refreshed 2 tactical cards may also be selected. 
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Jim Reader is the editor. Richard Smith does the printing and distribution from the UK and maintains the 
Variable Pig website https://www.variablepig.org. The site holds back issues, game rules and RR/BB maps. 
There is also a Mailing List primarily to notify readers of new issues, which is now hosted on the VP web 
server. To (un)subscribe go to https://variablepig.org/mailman/listinfo/piggers_variablepig.org. 
 
 

PIG WAITING LISTS 
 
FAIR MEANS OR FOUL – Game Start inside. (Polar Pig) 
PUERTO RICO – Game Start inside. 3 – 5 more wanted for new game (Polar Pig). 
6 NIMMT! – Will start when current game ends. 5 – 10 wanted (Polar Pig) 
MANEATER – John Marsden, Roger Trethewey, Kev Lee and Arthur Owen. 1 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
GOLDEN STRIDER – Arthur Owen, Richard Smith, Steve Ham, Chris Hibbert, Allan Stagg and John Walker. 2 
more wanted (Polar Pig) 
RAIL BARON (Colorado Map) – 4 wanted. (Polar Pig) 
TEADANCE – Steve Ham and Arthur Owen. 1 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
BROTHERHOOD – Richard Smith, Mike Townsend and John Walker. 3 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
HARE AND TORTOISE – 4 – 6 wanted. (Polar Pig) 
RAILWAY RIVALS – China Map. Richard Smith. 4 – 5 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
ORIGINS OF WWI – Arthur Owen, Brendan Whyte, John Marsden (on-the-shelf) 
BREAKING AWAY – Jim Reader, Richard Smith, Arthur Owen and Chris Hibbert. 2 more wanted (on-the-shelf) 
WHERE IN THE WORLD IS KENDO NAGASAKI? - anyone can join in (on-the-shelf) 
GREAT BRAIN ROBBERY – Bob Pitman, Bob Gingell. 2 - 4 more wanted (Celestial SL) 
COSMIC CELEBRITY CRICKET – Jim Reader, Mike Townsend, John Walker, at least 1 more wanted 
(Celestial SL) 
SAVE OUR LEADER!  - new game, details inside. 2, 4 or 6 wanted (Celestial SL) 
RAILWAY RIVALS – new HS2 map (see inside). Jim Reader. 4-5 more wanted (Celestial SL) 
HOUSE OF GAMES - new all-reader - anyone can join in – game (re)start inside (Here Be Dragons) 
 
 

THE DEADLINE FOR VARIABLE PIG (GRICE) is Friday 31st July 2020 
 

 
The Grice is an extinct breed of pig, formerly found in the highlands and islands of Scotland and Ireland. The last pigs of this breed died out 

on the Sheltand Islands sometime between 1850 and 1930. The name comes from a North England or Scottish dialect meaning young pig. 
Records indicate that this was an aggressive breed with an arched back and stiff, dark bristles over a wiry fleece. They typically foraged on 
moorlands and were often kept by crofters. Samuel Hibbert noted in 1822 that the Grice produced excellent hams when the meat was 

cured. Crofters were known to use many parts of the slaughtered animals as well as the meat. However, they were a troublesome breed to 
keep and fell out of favour in the mid 19th century.      https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grice 

https://www.variablepig.org/
https://variablepig.org/mailman/listinfo/piggers_variablepig.org
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